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A Letter to the Readers
Dear Readers,
I would like to begin by thanking the University of Arkansas for giving me the
opportunity to pursue this endeavor. I would also like to thank my advisory board for their hard
work and dedication in helping to get this inaugural issue out into the public sphere. When I
initially approached graduate students from different universities about being a part of the
advisory board for the Arkansas Literary Review, I expected to hear a fair amount of questions
and concerns. Instead, I received such enthusiasm and interest in being a part of the project that
it helped to validate my belief that such a journal could find a place in the immense field of
literary studies. I thank you all for that positive enthusiasm, and I hope it can continue as we
move forward into the future.
The purpose of any journal should be to disseminate information and to get a feeling for
the focus and state of scholarship in a given field. The Arkansas Literary Review is a journal of
graduate scholarship in literature studies, but it is more than that. The ALR is run entirely by
graduate students, with a comprehensive advisory board from many universities: Arizona,
Georgia, Oklahoma State, Vanderbilt, NYU, etc. It is a collaborative effort by graduate students
across America to engage in the process of writing, reviewing and critiquing scholarship by their
peers, and to get a sense for what other graduate students in the field are studying and discussing.
This can be extremely helpful in that it has the advantage of seeing the possible movements of a
given field in the near future. After all, today’s graduate students will go on to become
tomorrow’s professors and instructors.
As we move forward with this project—as it is still a project of sorts—we do so with
excitement and enthusiasm. In future issues we hope to include information that will prove to be
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useful to graduate students: interviews with people in the field concerning jobs and
professionalism, extracts from conferences, interesting discussions about important topics of
literary studies, and more. The potential for the Arkansas Literary Review is boundless, and we
believe it will prove to be an important part of the graduate student community and culture for
years to come.
Sincerely,
Joe Meyer
Ph.D. Candidate at the University of Arkansas
Editor, Arkansas Literary Review
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A Voice to its Audience: Anna Julia Cooper as the Black Feminist American Scholar1
By Perin Gurel of Yale University
Scholarly discussions on the political commitments of African American authors all too
often morph into debates on linguistic style. These questions, in turn, boil down to the final one:
how “Anglo-American” and how “black” is the language they use? From George Schuyler’s
infamous dismissal of a distinct African American linguistic aesthetic in 1926, to Richard
Wright’s 1941 assertion that, once “caressed” and transformed by the slaves with “new shape
and color,” the white man’s words become black, to Henry Louis Gates Jr.’s famous theory of
“Signifyin(g),” intellectuals of all political stripes have struggled to identify and distill the
“blackness” from the Euro-American in texts by African Americans (Schuyer 24; Wright,
Twelve Million 41; Gates).2 Even the studies that are critical of the impossible quest for linguistic
purity, like Paul Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic (1995), are not willing to let go of the cultural
blackness of African American art entirely.3 Since the popularization of French feminism and
Écriture feminine in the United States, women authors of all ethnic backgrounds are equally
scrutinized for their stylistic choices: are they tacitly supporting the phallogocentric order or
taking arms against it with their language?4
Black women intellectuals have been just as vocal on the question of identifying a
distinctly black language, and their opinions have varied just as broadly. In the landmark

1

The author would like to thank Elizabeth Alexander for her guidance and the anonymous reviewers of Arkansas
Literary Review with their indispensable suggestions.
2
Henry Louis Gates Jr.’s theory of “Signifyin(g),” depicts African American speech as European language made
black through discursive practices such as “repetition, with a signal difference” (Gates).
3

See especially the chapter “Black Music and the Politics of Authenticity” in The Black Atlantic, where Paul Gilroy
critiques uncommitted anti-essentialisms as well as ahistorical essentialism (100).
4
L’ecriture feminine, first proposed by French feminist Hélène Cixous in her essay “Laugh of the Medusa” (1975),
refers to a non-linear, free-flowing style of writing believed to reflect the authentic feminine. Literary critic Elaine
Showalter has defined it as “the inscription of the feminine body and female difference in language and text”
(Showalter 249).
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anthology of black women’s studies But Some Of Us Are Brave, Barbara Smith articulates the
existence of a black women’s language, drawing admiration as well as some concern from the
next generation of black feminists for the essay’s apparent essentialism (B. Smith; Carby). Both
influenced by and critical of early black feminist claims to linguistic exceptionalism, author Toni
Morrison chooses to underline the complexities of the search for authenticity and purity in
Beloved: in this novel, the main character Sethe, an ex-slave, reminisces about a childhood
language she cannot recall and recounts how a slave friend was brutally punished for using his
white master’s logic against him, since “definitions belong to the definers—not to the defined
(Morrison 62, 190). With Sethe’s two memories on language and slavery, Morrison honors the
idea of a lost pure mother tongue while accepting that its mythic purity can never be restored.
She also alerts the readers to the potential for liberation as well as the perils inherent in the act of
making the white man’s words one’s own.
Black feminist authors in the diaspora have had to work through these complexities of
linguistic belonging and alienation and must decide both whether and how, as Audre Lorde
eloquently puts it, the master’s tools could ever dismantle the master’s house (Lorde). This study
considers this question through the essays of turn-of-the century black woman intellectual Anna
Julia Cooper, whose language became a point of black feminist discussion soon after the
Shomburg Center for Research in Black Culture reclaimed and re-printed her manifesto A Voice
From the South (1892) in 1988, during a strong wave of public interest in African American
women’s writing (Gurel). Cooper identified herself as both an Emersonian American scholar and
a black woman, and used her non-fiction writing to develop a complex linguistic style and
political vision built upon this critical standpoint. In the process, she not only rewrote the liberal
American canon but also forged a new role for the audience/reader within it.
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Nothing illuminates the tension between inevitable Afro-European intertextuality and
African American cultural/linguistic particularity like Cooper’s A Voice From the South by a
Black Woman of the South, especially in terms of the author’s defiant articulation of a feminist
African American consciousness through eloquent Euro-American rhetoric. As many preeminent
scholars have noted with discomfort, “the most precise, forceful, well-argued statement of black
feminism to come out of the nineteenth century,” depicted the particularity of the black woman
through a universalizing and occasionally elitist language (Washington xxvii, li). This
problematic forging of black feminist progressivism in highly refined language, culturally coded
white, is in many ways echoed by Cooper’s life history and her theory of both the particularity
and the universalism of the black woman. Cooper herself was of mixed racial origin, daughter of
a slave mother and a white slave-holding father, whom she denounced in a brief autobiographical
statement. Born Anna Julia Haywood on August 10, 1858, in Raleigh, North Carolina, she was
educated at St. Augustine’s Normal School and Collegiate Institute, where she studied the
classics, rhetoric, and mathematics along with the more conventional “English branches” (Gabel
19). During these formative years, she became committed to three inter-connected areas of
concern to which she would devote herself for the rest of her life: “education, language and
social change” (Vogel 85). In 1877, she married George Cooper, a ministerial candidate, and
was widowed just two years later. By the time her collection of essays, A Voice From the South,
was published in 1892, Cooper held a B.A. and an M.A. in Mathematics from Oberlin College
and had been working as teacher of Latin at the M Street High School in Washington, D.C., as
well as occasionally lecturing on black women’s issues (Gabel 25).
Compared to other black woman intellectuals at the turn-of-the-century, Cooper was first
and foremost “the scholar” (Washington xxvii). As Elizabeth Alexander notes, her writings
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exhibit “from her earliest articulation of her life’s goal, a dogged desire akin to a bona fide
calling to be an educator” (Alexander 340). A strong commitment to education and progressive
change seems to have been a constant in Cooper’s life, beginning with her work as a “pupil
teacher” to other students around the age of nine and spanning her earning of a Ph.D. from the
University of Paris, Sorbonne, at the age of sixty-seven (Johnson 39). Despite her fixed identity
as an educator and a scholar, much of Cooper’s life and writing continued to be riddled by the
ambiguities we can trace in her prose. As Charles Lemert states, “Cooper did, in fact, sustain all
at once many different ideas, values, and commitments—not all of which settle into clarifying
focus. [….] As a result, even those who are drawn to the influential ideas of Cooper’s most
famous book, A Voice From the South, may well express certain reservations” (Lemert 3).
Scholars of African American literature have indeed expressed discomfort with Cooper’s
easy use of the rhetoric of “the cult of true womanhood,” her apparent lapses into essentialism
and Anglophilia, as well as her cultural snobbery, exhibited in her “fancy language” and esoteric
references (Washington xxix; Vogel 86). In its complexity of ideas, too, A Voice From the South
can be confusing enough to sound like several voices. How can a black female educator who
fought for the rights of black youth to receive a classical education, and lost her job in the
process, complain that “industrial training has been hitherto neglected or despised among us” and
argue that it must form the basis of all black educational campaigns (Cooper 1892, 260)? How
can the author who criticizes white American women for detesting the “weakness” of Asian and
Native American nations call the whole of Eastern civilization “effete and immobile” in the same
collection of essays (117, 11)? Cooper is certainly more digestible in sound-bytes, which might
explain why some of her sentences are persistently quoted and other equally well-articulated
ones are ignored. This analysis, therefore, will focus on A Voice from the South as a single unit,
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studying the eight diverse essays in the collection and examining their apparent contradictions.
Underlining the political ambiguities in the collection is a central problem: Cooper’s
articulation a black feminist consciousness through a non-feminine and non-black language –
through what historian Todd Vogel has called “white rhetorical practice” and “the rhetorical
skills of the educated white man” (Vogel 88, 102). Cooper undoubtedly was very dexterous with
language; not only did she teach Greek and Latin, she also became fluent enough in French to
use it occasionally “as her native language” (Keller 3). In A Voice she employs several
languages, including Italian, German, Greek, Arabic and Latin. In contrast to current black
feminist discomfort with her language, her contemporaries in the black press praised Cooper
primarily for her deliberate eloquence and for having written “formidably and cogently” (Gabel
31). Cooper exhibits such an impeccable use of classical deductive logic and shows such fluency
in the Western intellectual tradition that, if one could ignore its content, A Voice From the South
would have indeed been a prime example of what Richard Wright once called “technically
brilliant performances” that function merely as proof of African American literary capability for
a white audience (“Blueprint” 45). One review of the work makes such a dangerous
classification plausible with the comment, “the very fact of [Cooper’s] criticism in excellent
English and welcome style and phrase is a manifest of ability and cultivation of those she
represents” (Gabel 32). However, the attempt to apply Wright’s general criticism of early
African American literature to Cooper’s work would make any reader of A Voice uneasy; the
essays are thematically defiant, even audacious at times. Using the same language that won her
accolades in the conservative black press, and which Mary Helen Washington depicts as “not
radical” and expressing “little sense of community,” Cooper argued against racial, ethnic and
gendered inequality, specifically urging black women to be at the foreground of any progressive
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social change (Washington xxxi).
In A Voice, Cooper maneuvers skillfully between the two poles of her political vision: an
empowering black female particularity and an Emersonian universalism. Central to Cooper’s
argument is the political identity of the educated black woman, who combines the critical vision
of an unjustly silenced outsider with the intellectual and linguistic aptitude of a modern
American citizen who deserves all the universal rights and privileges thereof. If, as Henry Louis
Gates Jr. suggests, the use of the black vernacular is “the black person’s ultimate sign of
difference,” Cooper’s apparent resistance to it must be read with her rhetorical weaving of
difference and universalism in mind (Gates 1988). In critiquing Cooper on linguistic grounds,
we would do well to remember that, after publishing A Voice, she wrote a monograph on the
black vernacular as the language of a racial group “attacking a foreign language” (“Dialect”
239). Therefore, feminist scholar Vivian M. May is correct in the assertion that apparent
contradictions in Cooper’s work “can be read as purposeful, not muddled,” arguing that Cooper’s
identity as an American scholar is indispensable to any such reading (83).
Through her elegant prose and her skillful use of cultural literacy, Cooper takes to task
many different Euro-American intellectual strains. Among these myriad influences, however,
Emerson is the only white intellectual father whom she directly channels; she ends her first essay
in the collection with a lengthy quote from the author, asking her listeners to “allow these words
of Ralph Waldo Emerson” (47). By letting Emerson conclude her argument, she not only
influences her audience with the political aura of America’s first intellectual superstar but also
momentarily conflates her unique voice with his. By asking her own audience for permission to
let Emerson speak, she also challenges the power dynamic between this forefather and herself.
While she articulates an Emersonian philosophy built upon Emerson’s extensive oeuvre in many
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essays, central to Cooper’s epistemology and her identity is an insightful modification of his
concept of The American Scholar—“a repetition with a signal difference” (Gates). Cooper, the
turn-of-the-century scholar, allows Emerson’s construction of the American Scholar to punctuate
her collection of essays, modifying this trope from another generation in the process. She utilizes
the ideas of a white, male philosopher in order to transform the whiteness and maleness of his
epistemology, making it possible for us to extend Gates’s theory of “Signifyin(g)” beyond signs
and narratives to larger fields of knowledge, such as philosophy, epistemology, and ontology.
In “The American Scholar,” his famous 1837 declaration of literary independence ,“
Emerson wrote, “each age, it is found, must write its own books; or rather, each generation for
the next succeeding” (Emerson 1545). As a member of the next generation, Cooper echoes
much of Emerson’s philosophy of knowledge and shares his awareness of speaking at a critical
time for the individual and the community. Like Emerson, who constructed his call for an
American Scholar at a time when America was expected to find an authentic voice and identity,
for Cooper, the black woman stands at the gates of the new century with a unique mission.
Speaking half a decade into America’s political independence, Emerson envisioned a specifically
American literary awakening, a time when American (white, male) intellectuals would stop
being sycophantic dependents on the European canon and form a particular national tradition.
Cooper was also conscious about the time in which A Voice From the South was published,
though in a gendered and racialized sense. “The race is just twenty-one years removed from the
conception and experience of chattel,” she famously wrote in A Voice; and again in her essay
“The Status of Woman in America,” she argued that the black woman “stands now at the
gateway of this new era of American civilization” (26, 143). Using the deictic expressions
“just,” “now” and “this,” Cooper lent a sense of urgency to her message and established a direct
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connection with her audience. Just like Frances E. W. Harper, who famously posited the turn-ofthe-century as “the threshold of woman’s era,” Cooper critically situated her project at a
transitional point in time, highlighting the socio-political importance of the educated black
woman: “To be a woman in such an age carries with it a privilege and an opportunity never
implied before. But to be a woman of the Negro race in America, and to be able to grasp the
deep significance of the possibilities of the crisis seems to me unique in the ages” (Harper 223;
Cooper 144). In this passage, critical differences in race, gender and nationality all combine to
lend a uniqueness to the black woman, an experience of intersectional injustice as well as a
responsibility stemming from this particularity. Throughout the essays, Cooper directs her
readers’ attention to the passage of time. “But these are 18th c ideas,” she rhetorically winks at
her progressive audience as she catalogues the gendered ideals that her contemporaries still
cherished; we are about to enter the twentieth century, she argues, with its own demands from
the modern citizen (66, 57). She accuses black male intellectuals of not being progressive and
modern enough, for suddenly “drop[ping] back into sixteenth century logic” when the subject is
the “women question” (75). Just as Emerson counted on his audience’s collective identity as
post-revolutionary Americans, Cooper counts on her readers’ vision of themselves as progressive
citizens of an increasingly powerful, modern nation-state during “transitional and unsettled”
times, the era of what historian Robert Wiebe famously called “search for order.”
Emerson’s scholar is white and male, but his primary identity is that of an American,
based on the post-revolutionary mythology of “American newness” (Howe). Throughout the
essay, Emerson takes pains to conflate this archetypal scholar with the robustness of the new
republic. The scholar must be inspired by the particularities of the American landscape, he
writes; the scholar must be “free and brave” like America (1551). Cooper’s black woman
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intellectual has a more complicated relationship with the United States, and Cooper allows her
language to build upon a specifically American mythology, yet challenge and modify it. She, for
example, seems to accept a common political theory of the times, expressed in the maxim
“Empire moves westward”: the idea that America represents the ultimate in human civilization
based on a “hereditary line of progress” (Cooper 161; H. N. Smith 37). She celebrates “the
European bud and the American flower of Western civilization” as “fresh and vigorous,” and
claims America for herself, calling it “my country” (11, 165). She even conflates the identity of
the black American with the rising American empire by noting how, like the young republic, the
race is not yet world-weary and that it has produced “the only distinctive American note” in arts
(224). However, Cooper is all too aware of the political exclusion of African Americans from
the myths of America and knows that the theory of the westward course of Empire and the
implied cultural superiority of Western civilization were used to justify both the massacre of
Native Americans and the oppression of African Americans. Can the same Cooper who
mockingly called Westerners an “upstart race,” and criticized the concept of manifest destiny in
“Women versus the Indian,” uncritically adopt the rhetoric of the slave-owning white fathers
(52)?
Cooper’s ease with Anglo-American rhetoric and her simultaneous challenge to it reflect
the extent to which she sees the black woman intellectual as both inside and outside America.
She is both literate in its myths and resistant to their allure due to her exclusion from full access
to them. Her fluency with American mythology, however, allows Cooper to modify it from
within, as a de facto American. She is able to establish a connection with her audience by, for
example, quoting Benjamin Franklin without citing him directly: “The day is coming, and now
is, when America must ask each citizen not ‘who was your grandfather and what the color of his
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cuticle,’ but ‘what can you do?’” (171). Her educated audience would have presumably
understood this as a thinly-veiled reference to Franklin’s 1782 “Information to Those Who
Would Remove to America,” in which the arch-American wrote, “in Europe [birth] has indeed
its Value; but it is a Commodity that cannot be carried to a worse Market than that of America,
where people do not inquire concerning a Stranger, What is he? but, What can he do?” Having
established her membership within the majority culture by indirectly citing the most famous
American, and by proving her cultural literacy, Cooper can now claim the right to modify the
canon of American-ness. Unlike Franklin, who in the same letter lists black people as property
when he warns his reader that the government does not provide new settlers with “Land,
Negroes, Utensils, Stock, or any other kind of Emolument,” Cooper makes this precise question
(“what can you do?”) a tool against racial injustice. Moreover, her suggestion that America has
not yet become the land of “what can you do?” challenges Franklin’s assertion a century ago that
America is inherently the land of equality. Cooper also uses a gender-neutral language, asking,
“what can you do?” in contrast to Franklin’s “what can he do,” thus exposing the exclusions
underlying Franklin’s celebration of the United States. Cooper takes Franklin’s words and turns
them against the racism and sexism he invokes; she uses fluency in the American canon to redefine racial prejudice as “un-American” (210).
In “The American Scholar,” Emerson cites nature and its observation, books, and action
as the main influences on the mind of the scholar. According to Emerson, nature is the primary
influence for the real intellectual and it works itself into the mind of the American scholar
through vision. He calls the scholar “the World’s eye,” positing the aptitude for critical
observation as his main attribute and ultimate contribution to society (1550). Cooper also notes
the importance of the black woman’s vision as a site of cognitive privilege. The doubly
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marginalized black woman is “open eyed,” she argues, whereas black men and white women
both have clouded visions, and the American political scene is in need of a “clearness of vision”
only the black woman can provide (11, 83). However, as Hazel Carby also notes, Cooper is
simultaneously fighting against other oppressive techniques of sight, such as the white,
exoticizing, and exclusionary gaze (5). Unlike the exuberant and optimistic Emerson, she is well
aware that disengaged sight can be an instrument of oppression as well as liberation. This leads
to one of the instances of apparent paradox in Cooper’s epistemological system: while the black
woman’s vision from the outside gives her the critical ability to “witness” the injustices of the
powerful majority, members of the majority, looking from the outside to the black community
commit outrageous errors (ii). In criticizing William Dean Howell’s fictional depiction of the
black middle class, thus boldly accusing the leading figure of American literary realism with
unrealism, Cooper locates his fault in that “he has studied his subject merely from the outside”
(209). What initially seems to be a hole within Cooper’s logic, however, is actually a scathing
statement about the blinding nature of power. While she gives her marginalized black woman
the ability to see through the mainstream fictions of race and gender, she remains critical of the
gaze of the powerful. Given the brutal history of slavery and continuing oppression, which
always frame Cooper’s arguments about time and the gaze, she cannot accept wholesale
Emerson’s romantic depiction of the objective scientific gaze of the educated white male. “The
weaker and less influential the experimenter, the more exact and scientific are the deductions,”
she astutely writes (93). The idea that marginalization can be a creative resource was first
popularized by feminist standpoint theorists in the 1980s; Cooper’s crisp theorization of the same
phenomenon at the turn of the last century points to her own empirical strengths.5

5

Patricia Hill Collins wrote of “the special angle of vision that Black women bring to the knowledge practices” in
her Black Feminist Thought (21).
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Cooper successfully asserts the cognitive particularity of the black woman while undoing
her exoticized and less-than-human status. Writing during an era that constructed people of
African descent as biological Others to be observed in pseudo-scientific spaces, such as the 1893
World Columbian Exposition, Cooper constructs a fine discursive balancing act between black
woman’s marginalized particularity as a necessity for her critical vision, and her universalism as
a necessity for the world to acknowledge her humanity and her voice.6 For the black woman to
“talk back” she must also “look back,” and make the white mainstream her subject of inquiry.
The emerging vision must be communal and historical, which Cooper underlines through her
language; the facts must reach “our eye, viewed through a vista of three centuries,” she writes
(My italics, Cooper 120).
Cooper also modifies Emerson’s romanticized idea of books as “for nothing but to
inspire,” as dispensable tools for “the scholar’s idle hour” (Emerson 1546). It was relatively
easier for Emerson to underplay the importance of a classical Western European education as he
stood delivering an oration to the white, male members of Harvard’s elite Phi Beta Kappa
society, which still had decades ahead of it before electing its first female or African-American
associate. For him and his young audience, such an education was the norm to be challenged
through an Oedipal rebellion. Not so for Cooper, who was all too aware of the exclusion of
women and African Americans from the Western intellectual tradition, due to her own
experience as a young black woman struggling for the right to learn Latin and Greek (77). The
past Emerson is so willing to sacrifice was never rightfully hers. This is not to say, however, that
Cooper ingested her hard-won education without questioning its main tenets; as Alexander also
notes, Cooper quotes extensively but critically from the Western European canon in her essays,
treating the likes of Ovid and Milton as equal sparring opponents (Alexander 348). Thus, while
6

For more on the Columbian Exposition and Cooper’s participation in the event see Carby (3-6).
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she accepts and acts upon the need to be critical of books and not to swallow dogma wholesale, it
is unlikely that Cooper would be as ready as Emerson to dismiss the importance of a working
literacy in the Western canon. On the subject of the canon, she reads as practical and engaged
against a flamboyantly defiant Emerson, perhaps because she is aware to a greater degree than he
is that her knowledge of the Western canon allows her to challenge and modify it, and perhaps
because it never was her birthright.
Cooper’s most subtle and most potent modification of Emerson’s recipe for the American
scholar, however, is in relation to his call for action on the part of the intellectual. Here, Cooper
lays down her critique of race and gender inequality by rhetorically countering his notion of
action by writing her gendered and racialized self into the figure of the American Scholar.
According to Emerson, action is necessary primarily as a tool to masculinize and sexualize the
American Scholar:
There goes in the world a notion, that the scholar should be a recluse, a
valetudinarian,—as unfit for any handiwork or public labor, as a penknife for an
axe. The so-called 'practical men' sneer at speculative men, as if, because they
speculate or see, they could do nothing. I have heard it said that the clergy,—who
are always, more universally than any other class, the scholars of their day,—are
addressed as women; that the rough, spontaneous conversation of men they do not
hear, but only a mincing and diluted speech. They are often virtually
disfranchised; and, indeed, there are advocates for their celibacy. (1548)
In this passage, Emerson, like Cooper, dismisses the common sense disconnect between “seeing”
and “doing”; the act of critical observation is a mere step for critical engagement, for “public
labor.” However, this is where the parallel ends; for Emerson action is an essentially masculine
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attribute. By getting involved in the public sphere and leaving his protected ivory tower, the
American scholar becomes a man, a sexually-charged man who would not even hear of
“celibacy.” For Cooper on the other hand, action—getting involved in the public sphere—is “the
colored woman’s office,” and it has more to do with changing society for the better than with
individualistic empowerment (145). While the black woman must balance inequalities of power
through action, Emerson’s white male scholar uses action to prove his masculinity and gain
power: “the true scholar grudges every opportunity of action past by, as a loss of power” (1548).
Cooper’s vision for the black woman scholar is much grander, as it involves not the
establishment of a powerful independent, self-righteous identity, but the sacrificing of personal
comfort for the sake of community. “No woman can possibly put herself or her sex outside any
of the interests of humanity;” she writes, “all departments in the new era are to be hers,” not so
she can be powerful, but so she can make society a fairer place for all (143). Emerson’s scholar
acts essentially for individualistic reasons, for “the richest return of wisdom”; action is primarily
a “resource” for him, leading to a gain “in strength” (1548, 1549). While both Emerson’s
scholar and the educated black woman take on the “slow, unhonored, unpaid task of
observation,” and while both must be critical of past dogma and act within the public sphere,
Emerson’s American scholar does all this to be masculine and to show European royalists that
“the American freeman” is not “timid, imitative, tame” (1550, 1554). Nothing could be further
from Cooper’s vision of the black woman scholar.
Emerson’s scholar is always already haunted by emasculinizing forces, resulting in the
most fevered passages of the essay, such as the moment in which the author roars, “manlike let
him turn and face it” (1551). Emerson relishes militaristic metaphors: the scholar must fight and
must deal ignorance “its mortal blow”; the scholar must walk among working men, the salt-of-
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the-earth, not to educate or uplift them but to learn to be masculine like them and to gain
“strength” (1549). The possibility of exclusion from mainstream American society is
emasculating for the white male American scholar; therefore, Emerson urges the young men of
Phi Beta Kappa to become mobile and active. However, exclusion is a crippling reality for
Cooper’s black female scholar. She notes that African Americans do not exclude themselves
from the hustle and bustle of politics but are, in fact, kept out by the white majority. They do not
seclude themselves in ivory towers “from the presumption, that, like children and women,
[theirs] is a protected class”; they are locked out by gatekeepers (1551). Cooper cites many
examples of such exclusionary practices in A Voice: a “cream-colored applicant,” who is denied
membership in a white women’s club; a sculptress, who finds her letter of admission to college
revoked once her racial origins become known (82). She is therefore justifiably incensed at
famous novelist William Dean Howell’s suggestion that “colored people voluntarily and
deliberately prefer to keep to themselves in all public places” (208). Unlike Emerson’s white
male scholar, the lack of public engagement in the case of the black woman does not denote the
capricious choice of weakling, but an intricate system of oppression and exclusion.
Cooper modifies Emerson’s American scholar by integrating the messiness of race and
gender into the picture and thus points out how Emerson’s defiant white male scholar contains
within himself the privileges of an oppressive majority culture. Emerson makes no reference to
the body in his essay, except to urge the scholar to make use of his male body (by rejecting
celibacy for example!) and to suggest it as a site of phrenological inquiry (1553). In fact, he
shows that he finds it quite natural to be unaware of one’s own corporeality when he suggests
that the past becomes a part of the intellectual’s consciousness, and “we no more feel and know
it, than we feel the feet, or the hand, or the brain of the body” (1548). While Emerson’s
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normative white male can easily forget his body, Cooper’s A Voice is marked with the
physicality of the black female body, from references to skin color as the basis for social
exclusion to the potent depiction of her dilemma in having to choose between two bathroom
signs that read respectively “for Ladies” and for “colored people” (96). By “inscrib[ing] her
body,” to quote Elizabeth Alexander, into her text, Cooper highlights the rebellious American
body of the Emersonian scholar as an oppressive norm (Alexander 355). Cooper’s persistent
awareness of the body lends a more complex rhetorical finish to her speeches. While both
authors use nature metaphors to depict growth, Emerson’s analogies remain bland compared to
Cooper’s more personalized use of the same rhetorical tool. Depicting his argument of the
connectedness of Nature and the human mind, Emerson writes, exuberantly but disconnectedly,
“Thus to him, to this school-boy under the bending dome of the day, is suggested that he and
[nature] proceed from one root; one is leaf and one if flower” (1545). Cooper vitalizes this
nature analogy by injecting her identity as a black woman into it and by citing the figure of the
unprotected black girl who carries within her the “seed” of progress, but is subject to “taint and
corruption in the enemy’s camp” (24-5). “Regeneration” is the natural work of the black
woman, she writes, feminizing the metaphor; she precisely is “the root” that must be made
“healthy and vigorous” (28, 29). Then comes the sense of political urgency: “we might as well
expect to grow trees from leaves” if we expect to improve the social situation of African
Americans without educating the women, she writes (78).
But is Cooper in danger of being politically tainted by her white European education and
her literacy in the white fathers’ language? What does it mean for her to so comfortably cite
Franklin, when he, in the same breath and equally comfortably, lists black Americans along with
“utensils” and “stock”? This is no idle question; poststructuralist theorist and linguists have
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taught us well the extent to which language affects worldview and structures thought.7 Is Cooper
too American and masculine for channeling Emerson? Or has she become too committed to the
ideology of white domestic feminism by adopting the trope of the naturally nurturing woman?
Even if her dexterity with the master’s tools does not make the masters her mouthpiece, does it
lead to what Washington has argued is a discomforting disconnect with the community (xxxi)?
In other words, does her use of literacy cancel her claim to a critical difference, as Schuyler
would have argued?
In answering these questions, it is important to keep in mind that Cooper’s wielding of
the white man’s rhetorical tools has been conscious and strategic. In her use of the personal
anecdote, for example, Cooper proves that she is able to reject the rhetorical rules of the white
male intellectuals, who posited the use of the personal anecdote as particularly feminine and
essentially damaging to the cause of any logical argument (Vogel 92). Having extensively
studied rhetoric, Cooper would have been familiar with the weak, “feminine” nature of the
anecdote and was presumably well versed in the arguments made by the likes of John Bascom
against its use in political rhetoric. Cooper, however, is comfortable enough with the rules of the
white fathers to bend them, and the parts of her text that feature anecdotes, such as her
experiences traveling in the South, make extremely effective pieces, especially when balanced
against her muscular, “masculine” arguments.
A striking example should suffice to show that Cooper is a much subtler rhetoritician
than most scholars have acknowledged. Arguing against the “sizing up of the Negro and
conclusively writing down his equation, sometimes even among his ardent friends and bravest
defenders,” she writes, “were I not afraid of falling myself into the same error that I am
condemning, I would say it seems an Anglo Saxon characteristic to have such overweening
7

See, for example, Kramsch, especially pages 11-14.
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confidence in his own power of induction that there is no equation which he acknowledge to be
indeterminate, however many unknown qualities it may possess” (203). At first glance, this
sentence seems to contradict Cooper’s belief in the powers of faith and tractable certainty, as
expressed in her essay “The Gain from a Belief,” and might be listed as one of the many
unexplained paradoxes of A Voice. This, however, is a playful and complex argument; Cooper is
subtly turning the tables against the white pseudo-scholar by feigning hesitation, yet making her
bold generalization anyway. Impressively, she uses the rhetoric of the European Enlightenment
to argue against a major result of that very Enlightenment: the axiom that the rational (read
“white male”) mind can fully grasp the universe through its powers of “induction.” According to
Cooper, neither the white woman, nor the black man, and certainly not the white man can know
or represent the lived experiences of black women; their visions will always already be obscured
by their own experiences. The Enlightenment notwithstanding, they “cannot quite put
themselves” in anyone else’s place, and they cannot fully and rationally know the experience of
the black community (iii).
Despite the somewhat unusual and interdisciplinary form of A Voice, and Cooper’s
willingness occasionally to sacrifice the rules of political rhetoric for the sake of popular appeal,
that fact remains that she is, for the most part, articulating a black feminist consciousness
through a non-feminine, standardized language, attempting to dismantle the master’s house with
the master’s tools.8 Vogel notes that unlike other black women intellectuals, such as Mary
Church Terrell, Cooper explicitly refused to use a markedly black or feminine discourse (Vogel
93). Cooper was well-aware of her overwhelming use of white, masculine “deductive logic” and
how this differentiated her from other women in the public sphere. In a letter quoted by Vogel,
Cooper even recalled how she drew criticism after an oration because she “delivered it
8

See Alexander for a study of Cooper’s formal innovations in A Voice.
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mannishly, not pretending to read an ‘essay’ as a lady properly should” (91). Cooper
consciously chose to wield the master’s tools. The question is why she thought this was a more
effective rhetorical strategy than those employed by other black feminists who adopted a lesschallenging inductive style or black male orators, such as Booker T. Washington, who aimed
primarily to seem artless—a question that can only be answered by returning to A Voice for a
closer look.
The last essay in Cooper’s A Voice is rarely quoted and often ignored. Entitled, “The
Gain from a Belief,” it initially seems to make a strange ending to a collection of essays that
maintains a relatively fixed focus on “race and gender, separately, and as they interact”
(Alexander 337). Instead, on the surface, “The Gain” is a mere intellectual exercise, a logical
refuting of the political philosophy of cynical positivism personified in the figure of an aloof
white male observer. We might even be tempted to view it as a coda and accept the forceful last
paragraph of the previous essay as the real ending: “And our great ‘problem’ after all is to be
solved not by brooding over it, and orating about it, but by living into it” (285). With these
words, Cooper even makes a clear rhetorical loop by referring to the “Problem” that she first
addressed in her introduction (iii). However, the last chapter is essential to the collection’s
meanings as it articulates Cooper’s holistic vision of the role of the black woman intellectual by
a narrativized example, offering clues into Cooper’s deliberate use of the white fathers’
language.
The last chapter is first and foremost a reiteration of Cooper’s epistemology and an
example of her full modification of the Emersonian American scholar. Her praxis begins with a
critical observation of “a solitary figure,” a white male intellectual boasting of a “cold,
intellectual eye” and “pallid cheek” who stands apart from the unreflective crowd in a modern
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American city. Cooper watches this figure from a distance and describes to us how the male
intellectual observes the mixed crowd with a cynical smile (286). Superficially, both scholars
(the white male and Cooper) seem to be acting as “the World’s eye,” gaining knowledge from
empirical information; both are apparently solitary onlookers, and both will cite the Western
canon to make their respective points. However, Cooper suddenly breaks her equation with this
version of the American scholar and establishes a communion with her audience by asking them
to intrude into the scene with her. “Dare we approach?” she rhetorically asks her readers,
including them in her actions. She goes on to address the white male intellectual directly, whom
she describes as a personification of “Earth’s skepticism” (287). Asking with characteristic
eloquence and wit whether the figure does not want to use his superior intellectual powers to
help the crowd, Cooper relates the cynic’s response that there is nothing to be done to make the
world a better place, that people are controlled by forces beyond their powers, and that humans
must accept the fact that people simply “do not know” anything (294). Addressing this fictitious
character as an intellectual opponent, Cooper goes on to refute the philosophy of agnostic
positivism, urging action against the nihilism established by a philosophy dependent merely on
“pure observation,” a strain of Enlightenment thought reincarnated at the turn of the century as
social Darwinism (233). Cooper’s epistemology, then, is essentially engaged with the
community; for her, standing apart from the crowd to observe the problems is not enough. The
true intellectual must then be reunited with the community and work through progressive action
for “growth” and “development” (299). Cooper’s disembodied voice (she makes no reference to
her race or gender in this chapter), directed first at the solitary intellectual then to her audience,
completes the metaphor of the voice she refers to in her title and in her introduction as “the exact
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Voice of the Black Woman” (iii). It also reminds us that this voice has been directed at an
audience all along.
The final chapter of A Voice reminds us that Cooper is talking not because she feels the
need to “mount a barrel and harangue by the hour every time [she imagines she has] construed an
idea,” as she accuses black male intellectuals of doing (74). She is talking because, as a black
woman, she believes that “the world needs to hear her voice” (121). A Voice From the South is
a language act directed at an audience; the addressee is, in fact, such an essential part of the book
that Cooper has written one member of the audience into her text as a character and engages him
directly with a specifically chosen style and register as she prepares to end her statement. Just as
she has utilized the rhetoric of Christianity when she addresses the clergy in “Womanhood as a
Vital Element in the Regeneration and Progress of a Race,” Cooper uses the rational, nonfeminine and non-anecdotal language of the white skeptic to urge for faith in “The Gain from a
Belief.” Equally notable are her uses of the “feminine” anecdotal voice and the extended
metaphor of the South as a spoiled little girl when she is talking to white women in “Women
versus the Indian.” For Cooper, the black woman speaks in order to be effectively and
distinctively heard amidst “the already full chorus”; therefore, if her voice is multivalent, it is
because her audience consists of the multiple constituencies crowding the American public
sphere at the turn of the century (ii). The audience is built right into her text, making it easier to
explain Cooper’s willingness to alternate between difference and universalism as discursive
strategies in both form and content.
Cooper’s careful prose calls for a close reading with “text, texture, and context” in mind,
which includes the implied audience (Dundes). A Voice, studied thus closely, becomes not
ambiguous but ambitious, not conflicted but complex. Cooper’s rhetorical complexity, with its
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focus on the results of the language act and practical political outcome, instead of any essential
femaleness or blackness, re-channels Emerson’s famous precept, “words are also actions” (Carr
1515). With her politics, Cooper anticipates pragmatism, the only “authentic” philosophical
belief to evolve on American soil, which was in its infancy when A Voice was published
(Menand xiv). She may also remind feminists in the 21st century of the renewed emphasis we
are currently seeing on the politics of desired outcome as opposed to identity.9 Her method of
directly engaging the audience, however, is also specifically African American; the call-andresponse structure and an emphasis on concrete effect and “potency” have been important
elements of African American political writing from its beginnings (Levine; Baker 6). Cooper’s
emphasis on the audience does not mean she says “what the white man wished to hear,” as
Wright depicted a strategy for survival in the antebellum South, but that she speaks her mind in a
way that the intended audience cannot but hear (Wright, 12 Million 41). Cooper’s ideas became
“impossible to shake off” precisely because of her well-formulated rhetorical strategy (Vogel
91). In her bold attempt to redefine American “common sense” through her literacy in the
Americanist cultural canon, and her commitment to the audience, Cooper becomes the American
scholar with a signal difference. Her graceful style differentiates her from the defiant race men
who “mount a barrel and harangue by the hour,” as well as from the colorblind forefathers. Her
style makes her a black feminist American scholar.

9

This notion of “rooting and shifting” was recently popularized by transnational feminist Cynthia Cockburn.
According to Cockburn, in successful transnational NGOs, each participant brings with her a “rooting,” a standpoint
connected to an identity. This prevents false universalisms. However, at the same time the participant is expected to
engage in making “the imaginative shift that enables her to empathize and co-operate with women who have
different memberships.” This prevents the essentialization and reification of identities (2000).
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Sometimes Sympathetic Friends: Cross-Cultural Relationships between Women in S. Alice
Callahan’s Wynema and Catharine Maria Sedgwick’s Hope Leslie
By LuElla Lea Putnam of Oklahoma State University
In the original publisher’s preface to Creek writer Sophia Alice Callahan’s 1891 novel,
Wynema, concessions are automatically granted for the overall construction of the text: “In
offering ‘Wynema’ for your perusal, reader, the publishers have no apologies to offer for what
literary critics may term the crudeness or the incompleteness of the work” (ix). Although it did
not undergo much scholarly debate during its own time, the novel’s recovery in 1997 was met
with a deluge of criticisms, most deriding the style, presentation, and even the message of
Callahan’s work. In his 2006 book, Muting White Noise, James Cox relates that “In the space
[Callahan] creates for resistance to colonialism, she only offers sympathy and an overwhelming
sense that Native absence is inevitable” (114). Cox believes that though Callahan may care
enough about Native Americans to relate their oppression on paper, she does not believe that
they have any other choice but to assent to their eventual erasure. Craig S. Womack is similarly
critical of what he perceives as Wynema’s assimilationist aims in his landmark 1996 book, Red
on Red: Native American Literary Separatism. He concludes his argument about Wynema by
stating that “No matter how we look at Wynema, even if we place it within the context of the
sentimental fiction of its time, it is bad writing” (120). Womack proceeds to identify that “bad”
writing as Wynema’s “failure on technical grounds …[,] lack of character development, the
unconvincing dialogue that sounds more like written than oral speech, the awkward selfreferentiality when the narrator refers to other passages in the book, the abandonment of any
attention to sense of place, and the unbelievability of many events” (120). Yet these points of
reference as “bad writing” are nearly identical to the elements Jane Tompkins points out as being
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the ones that actually comprise sentimental fiction. She writes that “what all sentimental texts
share from the perspective of modern criticism, is a certain set of defects that excludes them
from the ranks of the great masterpieces: an absence of finely delineated characters, a lack of
verisimilitude in the story line, an excessive reliance on plot, and a certain sensationalism in the
events portrayed” (xii). In essence, it can be argued that Wynema epitomizes sentimental
fiction. That being the case, it is conceivable that the often-made assertions against Callahan that
she dismisses Native American cultural values while elevating Euro-American assimilitionist
values can perhaps be complicated. I believe it is important to appreciate Wynema for the
political goals it has for Native Americans living in the nineteenth century, and I also believe that
Callahan purposefully invokes the sentimental genre because she deemed it as the most viable
political forum of her day. Consequently, in order to achieve an acknowledgment that Wynema
does indeed uphold separate political intentions from sentimental fiction by white women, I think
it is necessary to compare Wynema with another sentimental text—one written by an EuroAmerican woman which has a very similar plotline and which was composed during a similar
political time of American history—that of Catharine Maria Sedgwick’s Hope Leslie. Because
my goal is to focus on the sentimental framework for these two novels as defining their true
political intentions, my analysis will center on the evolution and implications of the relationships
created between women of different cultures within these two texts.
Ultimately, the narratives of both Hope Leslie and Wynema do, in fact, revolve around
cross-cultural relationships between women. In Hope Leslie, the main Euro-American character,
Hope, befriends Magawisca, a Pequot girl, and, in Wynema, the main Creek character, Wynema,
befriends Genevieve, a white girl. In addition, it is useful to note that the texts were both
composed during the midst of intense political turmoil regarding the “Indian Question” in
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America. During the nineteenth century many “newly established” Euro-Americans were asking
themselves how they were supposed to respond to what they perceived as the problem of Native
Americans in and around their surrounding borders. Hope Leslie was written in 1827, just three
years prior to President Andrew Jackson’s infamous attempt at a “response” to the Indian
Question, the signing of the Indian Removal Act of 1830. The goal of this act was to force
Native Americans to areas west of the Mississippi River so that their land could be “settled” by
Euro-Americans. Likewise, Wynema was written in 1891, just four years after yet another
“response” was attempted in the form of the Dawes Act—an act whose primary goal was to
redistribute the land that had formerly been “demarcated” as Native American territory so that
still more white settlements could be fostered.
And, of course, neither text will let its readers forget that they were, definitively, written
by women. Discussions of women’s rights issues were rampant in America in both the 1820s
and the 1890s. While Sedgwick was writing, the idea of “the cult of true womanhood” reigned
within her middle-class audience. It asked that women focus their lives around the four cardinal
virtues of piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity. And while Callahan was writing, the
idea of the “new woman” had emerged. Rather than keeping their superior moral compasses to
the confines of the home, women were increasingly making moves into the public sector, often
becoming involved in social reform movements because they believed they were the sex best
equipped to serve the “highest” aims in America. Thus, although these two texts were written
nearly seventy years apart, it is possible to see how the political climate in America was similar
enough for them to be successfully juxtaposed against one another in order to interrogate each
text’s true political aims.
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Throughout Sedgwick’s Hope Leslie, the cross-cultural relationships between women are
shown as being politically impotent when attempting to promote racial understanding and
acceptance. Although written in 1827, Sedgwick’s text is set in seventeenth-century New
England during the time of the Pequot Wars. According to Karen Woods Weierman, Sedgwick’s
novel still “intrigues present-day readers because it retells the . . . war from the Indian
perspective” (415). However, simply because there is a Native American character in a novel
does not mean that his or her perspective is the one utilized. Magawisca, Sedgwick’s Native
American protagonist, is only in the text to illustrate how certain white characters relate to her.
She never grows or changes, and she never enacts change from those around her. In fact, no
matter how many contacts she makes or how many friendships she forms with Euro-Americans,
Magawisca, as a character, always remains pristinely stagnant; she is illustrated as the “noblest”
of noble savages. After her tribe is brutally attacked, Magawisca is captured and brought to the
Fletcher household. It is almost impossible to believe that a young girl whose community had
been ripped apart by Euro-Americans and whose mother and brother were even killed in front of
her could stay so sweet-tempered around the white family who takes her in as a servant. She
does, though. And, when she escapes, she even goes so far as to put her life on the line for
Everell, a member of the Fletcher family who is later captured by her father. Sedgwick writes:
a sun-beam penetrated the trees that enclosed the area, and fell athwart [Everell’s]
brow and hair, kindling it with an almost supernatural brightness . . . The chief
raised the deadly weapon, when Magwisca, sprang from the precipitous side of
the rock, screamed—‘Forbear!’ and interposed her arm . . . The blow . . . aimed at
Everell’s neck, severed his defender’s arm. (97)
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From her actions in this scene, it is evident Magawisca achieves near perfect generosity and
kindness. She acts as a martyr, an idea solidifying her affiliation with spirituality, perceived
nobility, and “otherworldliness.” Soon after Magawisca’s sacrifice, Everell is freed, and “All
[the Pequots]—the dullest and coldest, paid involuntary homage to the heroic girl, as if she were
a superior being, guided and upheld by supernatural power” (97). Accordingly, it is evident that
Magawisca does not represent the majority of her tribe. She is “superior,” exceptional even, and
the Euro-Americans and the Pequots in the book treat her as such.
In fact, it is Magawisca’s “exceptional” qualities that render her able to be friends with
the white women in the novel. In effect, Magawisca’s identification as a Native American serves
as a tool that Sedgwick employs in order to promote her own beliefs about white women and
their rightful place in the new American nation. Unlike Magawisca, Hope Leslie, the EuroAmerican girl who is taken in by the Fletchers after Magawisca’s time with them, is an
intriguing, vibrant character. Like Magawisca, though, she, too, remains unchanged and stagnant
when it comes to her tolerance of other cultures. Twice, Hope Leslie defies the patriarchal
authority around her in order to achieve her own aims. And, in each instance, she does so in
order to rescue Native American friends, Nelema and Magawisca respectively, both whom she
believes has been wrongfully imprisoned. Rather than defying authority because she has a
particular affinity for the oppression of the Pequots (or any other Native American tribes,) it is
instead because Hope feels she has a mission as a white woman to enact justice and promote an
ethical community around her, especially if the men in power are not accomplishing what they
should. Gregory Garvey notes that these rescues “illustrate . . . the reactive nature of Sedgwick’s
legitimation of intervention by women….Sedgwick thus implicitly casts the context in which
women can enter the public realm as a breakdown in the functioning of women’s moral
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influence” (290). In other words, if women’s morality is not heeded as it should be, then women
have an obligation to their new nation to take action. When reading Hope Leslie through the lens
of a text representing American nation-building, it becomes apparent that Sedgwick wants to
carve out a definite, substantial role for white women in the fledgling republic.
If the argument is going to be made that Hope Leslie only rescues those whom she has
established cross-cultural friendships with because of her own sense of her superior morality as a
white woman, it is important to note why and how Hope views her Native American friends
differently from the way in which she views all Native Americans. First, both women whom
Hope Leslie takes an interest in put their lives at risk for those whom she considers to be close
white friends of hers. As previously noted, Magawisca saved Everell’s life. And, Nelema,
Hope’s other Pequot friend who becomes imprisoned, saves Hope’s Euro-American tutor,
Jennett from a snake bite. Moreover, both women have lived and been around Euro-American
society for a significant period of time, presumably decreasing what Hope believes to be their
“Native” qualities. While the community around Hope imprisons both of these Pequot women,
Hope believes this treatment to be unfair only because of the affection these women have
displayed for the Whites whom they have encountered. Because of what she believes to be her
higher moral calling, after Magawisca is imprisoned, Hope goes to John Winthrop, the governor
of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, to remind him of the Pequot girl’s sacrifice for Everell.
Winthrop replies, “It was a noble action for a heathen savage; and I marvel not that my friend . . .
should think it a title to . . . mercy” (288). In the end, Winthrop discounts Hope’s appeals,
though, ending their conversation by concluding that “At any rate, the prisoner must be tried for
her life” (288). It is only after she approaches the most powerful man in her community with her
moral justifications for Magawisca’s freedom that Hope makes the decision that she does to act
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on her own to free her friend. But, again, it cannot be claimed that Hope would have done the
same for all Native Americans.
One scene in particular displays Hope’s individual friendship with Magawisca in
juxtaposition with how she feels about the rest of the Pequots. Near the end of the novel,
Magawisca and Hope meet secretly in a cemetery in order to discuss the welfare of Hope’s sister,
who has been kidnapped by the Pequots. When Hope first encounters Magawisca in the
cemetery, the Pequot girl is standing over a tomb, in an “office . . . too sacred to be interrupted.
She accompanied the movement of her hand with a low chant in her native tongue; and so sweet
and varied were the tones of her voice, that it seemed to Hope they may have been breathed by
an invisible spirit” (195). Once more, here, just as she was at the beginning of the text,
Magawisca is shown as being “otherworldy.” Although Magawisca is a Pequot, she is not
portrayed as being fully a part of her Native American culture. She remains, always, as a
separate entity, one above and beyond her “heathen brethren.” Hence, it is foreseeable again that
it is easier for Hope as a white woman to identify with Magawisca. Hope’s true feelings about
the rest of the Pequots emerge, though, during this meeting when Magawisca reveals that Hope’s
sister has married Oneco, Magawisca’s brother: “God forbid!” exclaimed Hope, shuddering as if
a knife had been plunged into her bosom. “My sister married to an Indian!” (196). Unlike
Magawisca who has shown herself to be friendly toward whites, Oneco has not. To Hope, he is
representative of all of her negative stereotypes concerning Native Americans, and she is
appropriately appalled.
This scene, too, displays the lack of cultural interchange that occurs when an opportunity
arises that could potentially foster a real growth of cultural awareness. At all points in
Sedgwick’s novel, Hope and Magawisca remain the same as they were before interacting with
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each other. In this scene, although Magawisca expresses indignation at Hope’s obvious
expression of horror about her brother, Hope is too wrapped up in herself to notice. While
Magawisca eloquently defends her brother, “Hope’s first emotions given place to a burst of tears;
she wept aloud, and her broken utterance of ‘Oh my sister! My sister!’ . . . emitted but
imperfect glimpses of the ruined hopes, the bitter feelings that oppressed her” (197). Hope pays
no attention to Magawisca, crying so loud that Magawisca’s defense is drowned out of her
hearing. As would be expected because of her inherent, “noble” qualities, Magawisca quickly
sets aside her own feelings and comforts Hope. Consequently, one of her only purely human
moments in the text is eradicated by Hope’s focus inward, a focus that is centered on her racistladen grief about her sister’s cross-cultural marriage. Eventually, Magawisca is even illustrated
as exhibiting sympathy for Hope’s disgust that her sister would marry a Pequot man, further
severing her ties as part of the Pequot tribe and indicating that, in the end, she is more concerned
about the sadness of the white girl than she is about defending her own brother. Thus, in
Sedgwick’s novel, individual Native American characters are only used as apparatuses to help
show political actions that white women need to take to assert themselves in the new American
republic. Their voices are continually silenced, while those of their white counterparts are
continually magnified.
Hope’s disgust about the marriage between her sister and Oneco represents yet another
prevailing theme in the novel, that one of the moral posts white women embody in the new
American nation is to ensure that romantic cross-cultural relationships are not acceptable in any
manner whatsoever—even to the extent that their actions may tear them apart from women
whom they may have considered close friends in the past. Therefore, Hope’s racism for the
majority of the Pequots goes beyond merely disliking and bemoaning the idea that Oneco and
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Faith are together. As a white woman, morally, she feels she must act on her feelings. When
Hope finally sees her sister again, she does everything she can to bribe her away from her Pequot
husband, offering to have her “decked with jewels from head to foot . . . and have feathers from
the most beautiful birds that wing the air, and flowers that never fade” (240). Although Hope
claims to love her sister and want to be with her no matter the cost, she never once offers to
allow that to happen if Faith decides to stay with her Pequot husband. When Faith refuses all of
Hope’s offers and decides to leave the Puritans forever with Oneco, overall, Hope seems more
relieved than sad: “There had been nothing in the intercourse of the sister’s to excite Hope’s
affections. Faith had been spiritless, woe-begone—a soulless body—and had repelled with
sullen indifference all Hope’s efforts to win her love” (359). After spending time with the
Pequots, Faith is displayed as regressing to the point that it is impossible that even she, a woman
who had been born into white society, could remain there; unfortunately, she has become tainted
too much by her interaction with Native Americans. In Sedgwick’s Euro-American-centered
sentimental text, it is impossible for Native Americans and Whites to share successful crosscultural romantic relationships and remain as parts of what she considered “civilized”
community.
The marriage between Oneco and Faith is not the only cross-cultural relationship Hope is
shown as exerting influence over in the novel. Although the ending of Hope Leslie shows the
self-titled protagonist as conveniently married to Everell Fletcher, the boy whom Magawisca
risks her life saving, there were signs that before Hope’s entrance into the text, Everell was set
on a path toward marrying Magawisca. At one point in the novel, Everell tells a friend, “I might
have loved [Magawisca]—might have forgotten that nature had put barriers between us” (224).
Once Hope comes into Everell’s life, all of the romantic inclinations Magawisca may have
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harbored about her childhood friend are dashed. Everell is reminded that his romantic feelings
toward Magawisca are not considered “natural” in the society Sedgwick wishes to promote.
Hope’s appearance is not only inevitable in Sedgwick’s work, but it is a moral precondition.
After all, as a white woman, Hope (and Sedgwick herself) is the one whose role it is to enforce
morality in her community. Hope may not have decided to overtake Everell’s affections out of
personal malice, but her role in the novel “saves” him from the danger of marrying a Native
American woman.
Indeed, once white women have been established within Sedgwick’s imagined America
as the moral center, the need for Magawisca is displaced completely. In the next to last chapter
of the book, Magawisca is freed from what Hope thought of as her unjust imprisonment. “Right”
has returned to America through Hope’s actions. In this concluding sequence of the text, Hope
begs her friend to return to live with her. “It cannot be, it cannot be,” replies the Pequot girl, “the
Indian and the white man can no more mingle, and become one, than day and night” (349).
Here, it seems as if Magawisca has become a mouthpiece for Sedgwick’s politics. Magawisca
has served her purpose, and she must depart from the novel, willingly and happily at that.
Otherwise, it would seem as if the morality white women offer in America is not sufficient.
After all, if Magawisca remains with Hope, women of other races would be allowed a significant
place in the new American republic as well, and Sedgwick’s own political aims would be
undercut. Not only does Magawisca leave, but she goes so far as to vow never to return, even
blessing the Whites who have made it impossible to live in her own land peaceably. “Ye will
each be to other a full stream of happiness,” the Pequot girl tells Hope and Everell before leaving
them completely. “May it be fed from the fountain of love, and grow broader and deeper
through all the passages of life” (352). Here again, Magawisca sounds like a minister—holy and
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detached, and her own very human affection for Everell never seemingly comes into play; she is
a mere shadow of a real, fully developed individual. In no way is it a surprise that at the end of
Sedgwick’s novel Magawisca vanishes into the night, solidifying her as a character whose only
use was to aid in elevating Sedgwick’s nation-building aims and whose “use” has ultimately run
out.
Wynema, on the other hand, promotes a cross-cultural friendship between women that is
based much more on mutual respect and willingness to learn from one another. Unlike
Sedgwick’s text which constantly refers to a definite tribe, the Pequots, Callahan, a Creek writer
herself, makes it a point in her novel never to mention the Creek tribe by name. She refers to
Creek cultural customs, such as the Green Corn ceremony—and it is safe to assume when
reading Wynema that Genevieve is living with a Creek tribe—yet Callahan never explicitly says
the novel is specifically referencing Creek culture. It can be construed that this refusal by
Callahan to align herself solely with one specific Native American tribe (even her own) is a
political decision, one which she believes will aid her cause. In his famous indictment against
Wynema, Craig Womack, a Creek scholar, draws attention to Callahan’s purposeful decision to
evade a specific tribal association. “I am struck by how wrong she gets it,” he says, “and by the
fact that has to be purposefully not accidentally, misrepresenting culture” (115). Womack is
correct in asserting that Wynema is not a Creek novel. Callahan herself dedicates the work “To
the Indian tribes of North America who have felt the wrongs and oppression of their pale-faced
brothers,” making it a point not to refer to a specific tribe (N.p.). Consequently, I believe
Wynema was intentionally crafted to be a Pan-Indian text, one which could speak across tribal
boundaries, thus rendering its power to reach a broader audience.
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By making this decision, Callahan treads on dangerous ground. She decides that
subverting her own cultural identity will ultimately aid her endeavors of aligning Native
American interests with various women’s reform movements that were occurring during the
1890s. In Reconstructing Womanhood: The Emergence of Afro-American Woman Novelist,
Hazel V. Carby highlights the fact that “The struggle of black women to achieve adequate
representation within the women’s suffrage and temperance movements had been continually
undermined by a pernicious and persistent racism” (4). For Native Americans, it was not much
different. At the Congress of Women in 1893, Mary C. Todd, a white woman, gave a lecture
entitled, “The Education of Indian Girls in the West.” She ended her speech by concluding that
“The education of the Indian girl means the uplifting of the tribes in every way, and yet it means
also and soon, the losing of the races of red men from off the face of the earth” (40). Todd’s
speech, which was meant to be a moment at the Congress illustrating white women’s racial
tolerance, ends by promising its white women listeners that it is their “uplifting” mission to
eradicate Native American cultures through “educating” assimilation. Therefore, although the
Congress of Women was supposed to be one of the more progressive movements of the late
nineteenth century, white women still had not made significant changes in their views about
Native Americans even since Sedgwick’s lifetime. Much like the cross-cultural friendship that
occurs in Hope Leslie, the two races could be “friends” but only to the extent that the Whites
could retain the majority of power in the relationship. In Wynema, Callahan’s vision of the
friendship that is possible between Native American and white women is remarkable for the true
generous quality of its terms.
In Callahan’s novel, when Genevieve, a white, reform-minded, Southern woman, first
meets Wynema there is not a lot of cultural interchange. Wynema is learning primarily from her
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schoolteacher, and the inherent racism Genevieve has brought with her is blatant at the start of
the text. By using a sentimental form that she knew would appeal to white, female readers,
Callahan, no doubt, hoped that other reform-minded white women would pick up Wynema, read
it, and undergo the same cultural transformation that Genevieve does. Like Genevieve, these
women probably envisioned the “teepees” and “happy hunting-grounds” that they were
encountered with when they first opened the “Native American” book. Shortly after meeting
Wynema, this racism within Genevieve is made evident when the Creek girl introduces her new
friend to sofke, a traditional Creek food. Rather than trying it with an open mind, Genevieve
“took a small morsel of the dumpling in her mouth, for she was not prepossessed with its looks,
and ate it with difficulty for it was rough and tasteless” (12). This scene displays Genevieve’s
aversion to accepting the customs around her with a total sense of openness. Like many white
women reformists during the nineteenth century, at this point, she takes a look, makes a snap
decision, and then confirms it without really considering it in detail. In accordance with Mary C.
Todd’s educating endeavors, Genevieve believes that it is her mission to elevate the Native
Americans she encounters to her level of sophistication. She has already passed judgments on
the Creeks before she encounters them, and she views and makes evaluations about their culture
in light of her own preconceived, often racist notions. She is there with the Creeks to change
them—to influence them morally—but she is not counting on herself being changed.
However, spending more time with the Creeks does finally make an impact on
Genevieve. She begins to learn that her predetermined assessments are not always proven to be
correct. When she is with Gerald Keithly, a neighboring missionary, she refuses to join Wynema
when asked by the girl to participate in a ceremony involving sprinkling water on herself.
Keithly reproaches Genevieve, saying “Surely you would not wish to deprive these people of all
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their customs and ceremonies” (28). Obviously, before this moment, Genevieve would have had
no problem doing just that, and Womack would have been correct in saying that Callahan only
possessed “propagandistic aims to satisfy a white audience hungry for heathens” (120).
However, being around the Creeks makes Genevieve become critical even of her own cultural
norms. At the Green Corn ceremony Genevieve is invited to attend, Keithly asks her:
Do you think Miss Weir, that if our Indian brother yonder . . . could step into a
ball-room say in Mobile, with its lights and flowers, with its . . . indecently
dressed dancers—do you think he would consider us more civilized than he . . . In
the first place, the Indians select an open space, in the fresh, pure air, in
preference to a tight, heated room . . . In the second place, the squaws always buy
enough cloth to make a full dress . . . You will never find a low-necked shortsleeved dress . . . In third place, a few nights during the year are sufficient for the
untaught savage to indulge in the ‘light fantastic,’ whereas, every night in the
week, during ‘the season,’ hardly suffices for the Caucasian. (22)
Genevieve, here, acquiesces to the correctness of these claims. Slowly, then, Genevieve
becomes not as apt to dismiss easily the customs that the Native Americans around her practice.
The changes that overtake Genevieve are clearest when she returns home to Alabama for
a visit, bringing Wynema with her. It turns out that she and her childhood sweetheart, Maurice,
have almost no common ground on which they agree anymore. At one point, Maurice even says
to her, “I am afraid that your sojourn among the Indians was not at all beneficial to you,”
indicating that her change in opinions has been detrimental to the ways in which they were able
to communicate before her trip (56). Although Callahan displays an argument between Maurice
and Genevieve about women’s rights, what ultimately severs the long-committed couple is their
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discussion about allotment. Siobhan Senier points out that even if this discussion seems
mundane to current readers, Callahan’s chapters about allotment during the late nineteenthcentury actually “display a rare willingness to name allotment for the land-grabbing act it was”
(426). Many of Callahan’s readers, then, would have been shocked at the author’s audacity in
criticizing the American government’s passing of the Dawes Act. Accordingly, many of them
would have also undoubtedly come into their reading of the novel aligned with what Callahan
displays as Maurice’s opinions. During his discussion with Genevieve, the white “gentleman”
asks her, “Why, don’t you see that this allotment would be the best thing that ever happened to
the Indian, for it would bring him out and educate him?” (54). By this point, Genevieve has
progressed in her ideas since spending time with the Creeks. Although she did go live with the
Native Americans in order to “educate” them, it is clear that her feelings have grown more
complex during her time spent with them. No longer is she solely interested in “education” in
the same assimilating fashion that Maurice is; instead, she has become appreciative of differing
Native American values and customs. Similarly, Callahan hopes that, through identifying with
Genevieve, her readers have also begun to have a new sense of appreciation for Native American
traditions. Therefore, by slowly immersing white reformist readers into sympathy for Native
Americans, Callahan hopes they will step beyond assuming assimiliation and allotment are the
correct moral stances to take.
In Wynema’s case, it is perhaps more important to show the ways in which Wynema
retains her prior cultural affiliations rather than the ways in which she loses them. After all, her
assimilation is the primary problem most scholars tend to have with her character. Susan
Bernadin convincingly recounts that the exchange of ideas between Genevieve and Wynema
does not exclude the Creek girl from retaining her own cultural identity. Bernadin provides the
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example that “immediately after relating the success of Wynema’s sentimental education through
her voracious readings of Scott, Shakespeare, and Dickens, the text recounts her engaged
involvement in a Muscogee funeral” (214). Thus, Wynema participates in Creek customs, even
after she has been exposed for a prolonged period of time to Euro-American ones. Her love for
her past culture is made manifest in other parts of Callahan’s text as well. For example, when
she is speaking with Genevieve’s brother, Robin, about her ideas concerning women’s rights, he
asks her, “Didn’t [Genevieve] teach you all this along with the rest? I think you must have
imbibed those strong suffrage principles and ideas from her?” (45). Although Robin is described
as “teasing” her, Wynema is insulted. She replies vehemently, “Your sister and I hold many
opinions in common, and doubtless, I have imbibed some of hers, as I have the greatest respect
of her opinions; but the idea of freedom and liberty was born in me” (45). In this case, Wynema
refers back to her own cultural point of reference, and she is angry that Robin would discount her
own background as shaping her views. She may have embraced many of the reform-minded
teachings of her friend, Genevieve but that does not diminish her pride in her own heritage.
Whereas both Hope Leslie and Magawisca do not progress as characters at all from the start of
Sedgwick’s novel, in Callahan’s work, Genevieve and Wynema transform, both growing into
quite different women than they were originally because of their friendships with one another.
Marriage, too, is noticeably treated differently in Wynema than it is in Hope Leslie. After
Robin and Wynema are shown together during the visit to Genevieve’s home, Robin falls in love
with Wynema and asks her to marry him. Much like in Hope Leslie, though, there is a hint that it
is not generally considered acceptable for cross-cultural romantic relationships to occur.
Wynema asks Robin, “What would our parents say? Would your mother accept a black little
Indian for a daughter?” (62). Robin tells Wynema that he will go promptly and ask his mother,
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to which Wynema replies, “‘No! oh, no!’ shrinking as from a blow” (63). Wynema feels she is
enacting a transgressive move by accepting Robin’s advances, and she does not want to harm the
bonds she has created with the rest of Genevieve’s family, especially the women in the family
like his mother, by doing so. She even makes it a point to avoid telling Genevieve about her
final decision to be engaged to Robin until after the two have returned back to Wynema’s home.
When Genevieve finds a letter from Robin addressed to Wynema, she inquires about the nature
of the relationship. Rather than being upset about the prospect of the marriage, the white woman
is more upset that Wynema decided to keep it a secret from her: “Why did you wish to keep me
in ignorance?” she asks (67). Wynema replies, faltering, “Oh, because—because I feared you
may not like it—that the engagement might not please you” (68). It is evident that Wynema
knows that Genevieve could be made uncomfortable by her friend’s union with her brother.
When Callahan exhibits that Genevieve “allows” and even encourages the marriage, a primary
obstacle in the novel’s promotion of cross-cultural friendship and acceptance is overcome. In
this case, Callahan is asking her readers to imagine the possibility that cross-cultural unions,
even within their own “genteel” families, could be—and should be—considered joyous
occasions.
This moment in the text is particularly crucial because, like Hope Leslie, the majority of
sentimental texts by white women during the nineteenth century discourage and display
repeatedly what they perceive as the inevitable, negative outcomes involved with cross-cultural
marriages. Laura Mielke points out that when Lydia Maria Child’s Hobomok, a historical
romance about the relationship between a Native American and a white woman, culminates in its
final chapters with a marriage between the two main characters, an “uncomfortable turning point
in the novel’s construction” is reached (19). She goes on to relate that the novel proceeds in
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“quickly dismantl[ing] the relationship . . .[,] underscoring the more fundamental property of
race” (19). In most sentimental novels, when cross-cultural romantic relationships are formed,
white women writers feel they must find a way to ruin them, and like Sedgwick, show that those
marriages are not “natural.” By having Wynema display a happy, successful romantic
relationship between Wynema and Robin—one that it is accepted and celebrated by the Whites
in the text—Callahan is again making a political statement. She is asking that her readers extend
their normal, limited cultural frames of references to encompass a broader, all-embracing
acceptance of Native Americans, one which includes both races living and thriving peacefully
together.
At this juncture, it becomes important to examine how the endings of Hope Leslie and
Wynema do ultimately present much different futures for the Native American characters in their
texts. After Robin and Wynema are married, the text does not end as one would expect a
domestic novel would. On the contrary, the most powerful political statements in the book
happen in its concluding sections when Robin and Carl Peterson, one of Gerald Keithly’s
missionaries, leave their homes and families to go and speak with the Sioux during one of the
conflicts they are having with the U.S. government. While Womack points out that “Creek
voices in the text are very shockingly missing,” these sections have a very pronounced Sioux
influence (115). Therefore, Callahan’s decision not to use a specifically Creek perspective is
brought to the forefront in these chapters, and the author’s claim that it is not only the Creek tribe
that she wants to help, but it is all Native Americans is made manifest. Wildfire, the Sioux
leader, speaks for himself when provided the opportunity. Carl Peterson asks the Sioux man to
surrender because he argues that the leader has to recognize that his resistance will only end
negatively, both for him and the rest of his tribe. Widfire replies:
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Tell me, you who are wiser . . . tell me—is it right for one nation to drive off and
usurp their land, take away their money, and even their liberty? Say, is it right?
Ah, you cannot answer, for you dare not answer; yes. And again; is it right for the
nations who have been trampled upon, whose land, whose property, whose
liberty, whose everything but life, have been taken away, to meekly submit and
still bow their friends for the yoke? Why the very ox has more spirit than that.
Beat him and see if he readily submits to the yoke. (85)
This writing when Wildfire speaks is arguably the most eloquent, well-crafted portion of
Callahan’s entire novel. It seems obvious to recognize that these are the moments the author
considers as being the climactic scenes within her work. In order to afford these scenes the
power she believes they should have, Callahan realizes that she must wait to present her true
political intentions in the text until after she feels she has sliced away at her readers’ racial
prejudices enough so that they are open to listening and not as apt to make quick, closed-minded
judgments. The relationship between Genevieve and Wynema allows Callahan’s readers to
transform just as Genevieve does, to learn, like her, to be open and aware of criticisms that could
be made even against their own culture. At the end of the final chapter regarding the Sioux,
Callahan drives home the idea that her goal is to provide “the Indian’s story—his chapters of
wrongs and oppressions” (93). It is only through using the cross-cultural friendship between
Genevieve and Wynema that Callahan is able to prove successful.
After these scenes with the Sioux, Callahan takes her readers again back to the domestic
sphere in her last chapter. Rather than ending on so charged a note, it is Callahan’s purpose to
lull her readers back to the idea that they are in a setting that is at least somewhat comfortable.
Callahan wants her readers to believe that the change she is asking them to enact is still one that
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is manageable for them to make a part of their everyday experiences. Yet it should also be noted
that Callahan does not back down from her message of acceptance in her very last scene either.
Whereas at the end of Sedgwick’s work, Magawisca vanishes into the forest, never to be seen
again, Callahan’s final scene in her novel is much more inclusive. “There they are, the
Caucasian and American, the white and Indian,” she writes, “nestling in the villages, near
together” (104). In Callahan’s fictional world, her Native American and her white characters are
displayed living next to each other, peaceably and happily. Unlike Magawisca, Wynema does
not fade away. Instead, she is just as much an integral fabric of Callahan’s ideal vision of
America as are Wynema’s white friends. Callahan realizes that both races are going to remain in
America. It is opening up communication, acceptance, and understanding between them that she
hopes her novel has the chance to provide.
Therefore, before making judgments regarding how Callahan displays her Native
American characters in Wynema, it is imperative to think about the historical context and the
purpose behind her writing of the novel. According to Lauren Berlant, “The political tradition of
sentimentality can topple great nations and other patriarchal institutions if an effective linkage
can be constructed between the privileged and the socially abject” (296). Callahan’s decision to
use the sentimental form is a subversive political act in and of itself, and her decision should not
discount her from consideration as possessing a sufficiently Native American perspective.
Callahan was aware of the wide readership and the political actions that had been rendered by
other sentimental novels, such as Uncle Tom’s Cabin. So, as readers today, we should laud
Callahan for attempting to push her agenda in a fashion she believed would gain the most
attention. After all, when making it a point to study Hope Leslie and Wynema side by side, it
becomes apparent that Callahan’s message in her sentimental novel is, indeed, different from
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similar texts written by white women. While Sedgwick’s work appears similar, in the end, it
only asks that its readers consider political action for white women. Callahan’s work, though,
openly criticizes white women reformists who were writing and promoting what she would
consider racially suspect texts, such as Sedgwick’s. Through the character of Genevieve,
Callahan exhibits the hypocrisy inherent in many of these white women’s supposedly openminded views. Moreover, as a Native American woman, it can be argued that Callahan herself
held a unique perspective about oppression that she could impart to white women reformists. As
a Creek woman from a matriarchal society, it can be construed that, with the coming of the EuroAmericans, she suddenly had to experience both racial and gender stereotyping at once. Thus,
arguably, Callahan understands more about acceptance on all levels because she was forced
unexpectedly to undergo what it means to be oppressed on multiple fronts. Ultimately, Wynema
asks its readers to judge themselves and their views not only about women, but more importantly
in this case, also about Native Americans. It asks them to reconsider many of the racial
stereotypes they may have brought with them to the text, to change their views, and perhaps take
those new views and transform them into political actions.
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Narciso López: Prince Charming for a Global South
By Mercy Harper of Rice University
After hearing promising newspaper reports about stirrings of revolution already
beginning on the island, Venezuela-born General Narciso López and his crew of adventurers set
sail for Cuba from New Orleans on August 7, 1851. Their mission was a “filibuster”—an
unauthorized military expedition—that they hoped would free Cuba from Spanish rule. As the
men neared the island, they mistakenly believed they went unseen by enemy ships. Spanish
soldiers soon launched an attack, having crept close to the filibusters’ camp when the night
watchmen dozed off the evening before. The attack cost the filibusters over thirty soldiers, but
López remained optimistic that the local Cubans would soon join them in insurrection. This local
aid never materialized. López and his crew endured one last battle at Las Pozas, but were
captured by Spanish soldiers as they tried to escape. All but López surrendered. He was taken to
Havana on September 1 to be executed by the garrote. He spoke his last words, and reminded the
crowd that his only wanted their happiness. The businessmen and planter elite of Cuba, however,
were quite pleased that López’s uprising failed. Although López was not trying to incite a slave
revolt, the conservatives of Cuba could not disassociate any revolution from their fear of an
uprising of their slaves.
If López did not find support among Cubans on the ground in his lifetime, in death he
still retained the admiration of Mississippi congressman John A. Quitman; his Cuban friend and
ally, Ambrosio Gonzales; Cuban expatriate poet, Lorenzo Allo; and Lucy Holcombe Pickens of
South Carolina. The descriptions of López and Cuba by each of these authors were written after
López’s final unsuccessful filibuster and his execution, but these writers did not see him as a
failure or his mission as a mistake. Although his posthumous supporters flocked to his memory
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for quite different reasons, each employed gendered language to strengthen their positive image
of López to a nineteenth-century audience. The writings of Quitman, Gonzales, Allo, and
Pickens served as symbols of chivalric masculinity, and portrayed Cuba as a feminized figure in
need of protection. Historians of nineteenth-century U.S. Southerners have demonstrated the
centrality of conceptions of chivalric, gentlemanly masculinity and its counterpart, dependent
femininity. Yet understanding the U.S. South as part of the “Global South”—a transnational
configuration including the “Old South,” coastal states such as Texas, Louisiana and Florida, the
Caribbean, Mexico, and parts of Central and South America—provokes new questions about the
construction and distinctiveness of southern chivalry and the southern lady.
Even after the failure of López’s expedition, Mississippi Senator John A. Quitman was
still committed to a gendered vision of Cuba, Cubans, and filibusterers that served as the
grounding of his argument for the liberation of Cuba from Spanish rule. Like other southern
politicians, he saw annexation of Cuba as a possible way to expand the system of slavery and
thus enhance the political and economic position of the U.S. South. In 1856 Quitman gave a
passionate expansionist speech before Congress on the repeal of the Neutrality Laws. He began
his transition into the subject, “I now pass to Cuba—well termed, from her position, her fertility,
her genial temperature, her lovely scenery, her noble harbors, and her natural wealth, the ‘Gem
of the Antilles’” (Quitman 5). Quitman’s feminized Cuba combined the features of the idealized
(and white) southern lady, and the fertile and possessable (and black) “jezebel.” Southern
historians have focused on the opposition between the whiteness, unavailability, and high status
of the southern lady and the blackness, sexuality, and immorality of the jezebel. According to
historian Drew Faust, “Lady, a term central to these [southern] women’s self-conception,
denoted both whiteness and privilege at the same time it specified gender; a lady’s elite status
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had been founded in the oppressions of slavery” (Faust 7). Indeed, as historians have shown,
these symbols were a part of establishing the distinction between whiteness and blackness.
Yet Quitman’s representation of Cuba blends supposed attributes of the jezebel and the
southern lady, forcing us to consider the relationship between the two symbols—so often
employed as stable and binary opposites—as entangled and unstable. Quitman characterizes
Cuba as “noble” and “lovely,” but also alludes to “her” wealth and position. This terminology
closely echoes configurations of the southern lady as a symbol of racial, gendered, and economic
status. The figure of the southern lady, though desexualized and free from the debasing
influences of labor or public life, was also viewed as the perfect helpmeet to her husband. Cuba,
one of the last Caribbean slave territories, had strategic as well as social “position,” as she could
serve as an ally against abolitionist movements. Yet Cuba is also made to embody the fertility,
sexuality, and availability that were denied to the southern lady and displaced onto the enticing
but forbidden “jezebel.” For Quitman’s listeners, this depiction of Cuba was reminiscent of a
fragile lady who chivalric men must dutifully rescue, but also played upon more erotic
connotations usually hoisted upon enslaved black women.
The racial schema Quitman plots in his description of the situation intensified the
importance of protecting this hopelessly fertile, feminized Cuba. He began by establishing the
righteousness of the white race and by granting Cubans provisional and liminal whiteness.
Quitman encouraged his American audience to connect and empathize with the (male) citizens of
Cuba by asserting that the Cubans were also of the “pure white Caucasian race,” and that they
resisted the tyrannical rule of the colonial motherland. However, the Cuban man was
demasculinized in Quitman’s speech. He wrote, “They [the Cubans] have attempted, again and
again, to assert their independence…but, stripped of arms, and deprived, by a tyranny that
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penetrates to their very hearths, of the means of combining their efforts, they are subdued by the
mere force of bayonet” (Quitman 5). Quitman presented the Cubans as emasculated, and the
Spanish as penetrating into the fertile Cuba. Spain in this rubric functioned as the ultimate man
whose will translated directly to action. However, Quitman emphasized that Spain’s was a brutal
and vulgar rule. Quitman wrote, “The sword, the musket, and the garrote are the ministers of
sway. The immense military force overawes the spirit of the inhabitants” (Quitman 10). Spain
was a violent despot in Quitman’s speech, and the congressman hoped to call his audience to
their gentlemanly duty and rescue Cuba. Spain was not explicitly racialized in Quitman’s speech.
But to Quitman’s 1856 audience, this configuration of violent, ravaging masculinity had
connotations of the figure of the black rapist. As historian Sharon Block has shown, black men
were the most readily imagined “rapists” (particularly “violent rapists”) for white Americans
since the late 1700s.
According to Quitman, the most disturbing threat to fertile Cuba was not Spain or the
Spanish, but the possibility of a “black empire.” Quitman pressed his listeners not to let any
other European power, namely England, interfere with Cuba. In Quitman’s mind, England—
which gradually ended slavery in its colonies in the early 1800s - was the great emancipator who
intended to bring about abolition in Cuba. According to Quitman, England wanted to “devote the
American archipelago, the great islands of the Caribbean sea, to the negro race. The history of
that race, from the beginning of time, shows that it is incapable of self-government….we need
not argue long to prove that the United States could have no relations, political or diplomatic,
with a black empire” (Quitman 11). Quitman assumed the danger of black rule was clear to his
audience, who “need not argue long” to understand that the (white) United States could have no
relations with such a state. And Cuba, as the ideal southern lady, must certainly have no relations
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with the “black empire.” Quitman’s speech appealed to these Congressmen’s sense of manhood
and duty.
Quitman concluded by characterizing the masculinity of the filibuster, “As the term
“rebel,” in Ireland designates the patriot, so let the term “filibuster” designate the bold, fearless
man of thought and action in America” (Quitman 19). The filibuster was a man of thought and
rationale, but moreover a man of passion and action. Cuba was being threatened by a tyrant
male—bearing remarkable similarity to the figure of the violent black rapist—who was
penetrating into the fertile but fragile Cuba. Quitman’s gendered rhetoric was decidedly undiplomatic. He did not advocate talking to leaders, starting negotiations, establishing a treaty, or
preparing for organized war. Rather, Quitman appealed to emotion and figurations of embodied,
vigorous masculinity. Gary Gallagher’s work on the Civil War shows that these masculine,
active conceptions of political action were particularly compelling to white southerners. He
argues that Robert E. Lee’s uncompromising military strategy “suited Confederate expectations”
for aggressive strategies and decisive victories (Gallagher 10). Though historians have
recognized that this conception of vigorous chivalric masculinity was central to white
southerners, we often assume such masculinity was only accorded to whites. This masculinity
seems to figure as the opposite to the inferior or destructive masculinities of non-whites. Yet
Quitman’s configuration of filibustering masculinity is granted to the Irish, and implicitly to
South American Narciso López, whose filibustering attempts Quitman promised to support
financially. He too found himself included within chivalric masculinity despite the instability of
this “whiteness” in antebellum American conceptions.1 How could a foreign-born and Spanishspeaking individual such as Narciso López become a heroic figure in the white southern
1

For more on Quitman’s and other southerners’ support of López in López’s lifetime, see Robert E. May’s 1985
work, John A Quitman: Old South Crusader.
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imaginary? Since W.J. Cash’s 1941 tome The Mind of the South, southern historians have been
familiar with the idea that the rhetoric of male authority and chivalry bound white men of all
classes together through a discourse of masculinity. Yet Quitman’s logic suggests that the
gendered rhetoric of chivalry could perhaps also allow individuals to move from provisional
whiteness to inclusion in white southern masculinity. The conflation of chivalric, righteous
masculinity and whiteness in the gendered rhetoric of southerners—as powerful and prevalent as
it was—was not wholly stable in its construction, significance or implications.
When Ambrosio Gonzales wrote his 1852 “Manifesto on Cuban Affairs: Addressed to the
People of the United States” to encourage Americans to support annexation of Cuba, López had
already spoken his last words. Although Gonzales eventually became Confederate Colonel in the
U.S. Civil War, he gained his initial military experience as a member of López’s filibustering
expeditions. The two were close confidants, and through his writing on the posthumous López,
Gonzales hoped to disprove any disparaging rumors about the man. Like Quitman, who was his
acquaintance as well, Gonzales demonstrated the need for a chivalric and vigorous masculinity,
with López serving as a prime example. Historians have argued that López only became
interested in Cuban independence when, after living in Cuba for a time as a government
employee, he lost his posts. Gonzales, however, maintained that López moved from Spain to
Cuba precisely with the intent to liberate the country. López, and the character of the filibuster,
was a gentleman in Gonzales’s eyes. A key element of this vision of manhood was, as seen in
Quitman’s speech, duty to protect—and not violate—dependent womanhood, represented again
by Cuba. Gonzales emphasized that when the filibusters embarked in Cuba, they did not pillage
the land. He explained, “Nothing was used, not even wine, that was not paid for” (Gonzales 13).
According to Gonzales’s account, López’s men were not abusers (such as the Spanish in
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Quitman’s account), but behaved as chivalric knights. Gonzales solidified his conception of
López as a gentleman of old in his closing remarks. When Gonzales explained López’s failure, it
bore remarkable similarity to the Lost Cause myth established after the collapse of the
Confederacy.2 Gonzales wrote, “Gen. López had been foully decoyed. Too great a confidence in
others, the result of his generous nature, was alike fatal to him and to the success of his
expedition…His own prowess, and that of the heroic band of Americans and Cubans who fought
by him were unavailing” (Gonzales 15). Gonzales referred to López’s army as “his Spartan
band,” reminding his reader of the legendary warriors of the Classical Age. Like defeated
American southerners after the fall of the Confederacy, López’s failure was not due to any lack
of masculine attributes: personal strength, commitment to duty, or military prowess.
In Gonzales’s work, the feminine Cuba was less sexualized than in Quitman’s speech,
although his introduction to the subject of Cuba was structurally similar to Quitman’s. Gonzales
wrote, “Cuba—an island whose close proximity, domestic institutions and commercial wants,
bring home to the safety, the peace, the welfare and development of America, all incidents likely
to bear upon her future destinies” (Gonzales 3). When Gonzales called Cuba a “she,” he still did
not over-sexualize the island in the manner of Quitman. He wrote, “…the thousands of noble
spirits, who in all sections of this Union, sigh to behold the slavery and sufferings of Cuba, and
long to contribute any aid honorably and legitimately in their power, for her relief” (Gonzales 8).
In his “Manifesto on Cuban Affairs,” Cuba was more akin to a wife, bearing more attributes of

2

The Lost Cause myth of the postwar American South aimed to ameliorate the region’s sense of pride and identity
after its defeat. According to the Lost Cause myth, the South possessed the greater cause and its men were braver
and more skilled. However, the Union army won due to sheer numbers. The South’s cause, although lost, was more
noble. For more on the Lost Cause myth, see Ghosts of the Confederacy: Defeat, the Lost Cause, and the Emergence
of the New South, Gaines Foster (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985).
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the “helpmeet” southern lady than the tantalizing Jezebel. She needed protection, but there was
no sexualized emphasis on her fertility and availability.
Gonzales, unlike Quitman, considered the role of lived Cuban women as well as the
imagined feminized figure of “Cuba.” Gonzales envisions Cuban women as not only important
helpmeets to their husbands, but as “helpmeets” to their nation. He wrote:
The means for this [filibustering] expedition were chiefly derived from Cuba,
whose patriotic daughters, the women of Havana and Puerto Principe, without
distinction of class or station, generously added the offering of their jewels to the
contributions of their brothers and husbands. (Gonzales 10)
Gonzales’s concept of the patriotic daughter echoes attributes of both the southern lady and the
“republican mother.” Linda Kerber identified Republican Motherhood as a prominent postAmerican Revolution conception of female patriotism. Following the logic of Republican
Motherhood, women were important as mothers who instilled republican virtue to the next
generation. Similarly, Gonzales depicts Cuban women as having an important, though even less
active, patriotic role. To their nation the women of Cuba contributed not money or their efforts,
but “their jewels.” Of course literally this meant that the women of Cuba sold their baubles to
support the effort to liberate Cuba. Any sexual connotation of the jewels was negated, as they
were given to both brothers and husbands. Like the southern lady, the Cuban woman is also
desexualized and dedicated to her husband. A final contributor to this conception of the nonJezebel Cuba was in Gonzales’s conception of his national identity. He wrote, “An American in
feeling and education, a naturalized citizen of this republic, in the folds of whose sisterly
embrace I long to see my native Island” (Gonzales 12). Gonzales offered an image of Cuba and
the U.S. as sisters, not—as in Quitman’s account—an envisioning of Cuba as a feminized object
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of U.S. masculine protection (and lust). Gonzales’s view of Cuba that, though it did not have the
erotic connotations of Quitman’s Cuba, played upon both the national ideal of Republican
Motherhood and the regional ideal of the southern lady.
In Quitman’s speech the men of Cuba were emasculated, but in Gonzales’s piece they
were depicted as enslaved. According to his “Manifesto on Cuban Affairs,” Cuban men were
denied guns and the right to gather in groups, but they were also denied the ability to learn.
Gonzales wrote, “Enlightenment is invariably with the Cuban a sufficient cause for suspicion,
annoyance, and persecution.” Men in Cuba, even though of equal capabilities, were restricted
from the world of education. Gonzales explicitly evoked this theme of slavery as he wrote,
“They [the Spanish soldiers] met, discussed, and resolved, printed and spoke and went about
freely and unshackled. We cannot do one of these things.” For his U.S. audience, Gonzales’s
representation of Cuban men could have brought to mind conceptions of the enslaved in the U.S.
South. However, the Cuban “enslaved” men Gonzales represented did not share common cause
with the real enslaved people of Cuba. As Gonzales continued, “We have against us not only
Spain, but that very France and England, and the menace of the blacks” (Gonzales 5-6). As in
Quitman’s work, the conceptions of manhood used by Gonzales presume that black men do not
possess the same qualities as white men. Yet also like Quitman’s work, they beg the question of
Cuban inclusion in white southern conceptions of masculinity and femininity. The Cuban men in
Gonzales’s account are enslaved, yet they are opposed to rather than included in blackness.
Gonzales presents Cuban men as potential allies of proslavery Americans. Although Cuban men
(and Cuban women) are not explicitly racialized, “Manifesto on Cuban Affairs” complicates our
conceptions of the coherency of the racialization of “gentlemen,” “ladies,” and “slaves” in the
nineteenth-century Global South.
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Also in 1852, another Cuban was contemplating López’s legacy with a somewhat
different U.S audience in mind. Lorenzo Allo sent his poem, “A la Memoria del General López,
Mátir de la Libertad de Cuba,” to the Cuban expatriate New York newspaper La Verdad. Below
are two segments of this poem that have been translated into English by historian Rodrigo Lazo:
Now you run from the Potomac to the Hudson,
And Mobile and Savannah you traverse
And make the Mississippi proud.
Few your men, but with great strength;
And your entire flotilla one vessel, no more.
Hurrah! Scream your soldiers upon seeing you
And the Pampero whips the waves…
Holy liberty was your guide;
She elated your heroic heart;
She animated your arm;
And she also your triumphant forehead
Crowned with the laurel of victory (Lazo 111-12)
Though the La Verdad audience largely consisted of Spanish-speaking expatriate Cubans, Allo’s
themes and gendered language would have also resonated with U.S. southerners and
expansionists. Allo represents López as unconstrained by space; he spreads across lands (“the
Potomac to the Hudson,” “Mobile and Savannah”) with a seeming “manifest destiny.” His
influence appears to be welcomed, as the “make[s] the Mississippi proud.” Yet like the southern
chivalric hero, he possesses both physical/military and class-based power. Similar to post-Civil
War iterations of the “Lost Cause” (see note 2) conceptions of masculine southern identity,
López is depicted as overcoming fewer resources and men with his greater masculine authority
and strength. His soldiers view him as a rightful leader, much as the “Old South” gentleman
figure was depicted as having just and welcomed authority over his social inferiors. His authority
is embodied in the strength of his masculinity and will. Indeed, the waves do not whip against his
ship; rather, his ship “whips the waves.”
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Allo depicts the chivalric López as guided by the feminized figure of “Holy liberty.” Like
Gonzales’s figure of “Cuba,” Allo’s representation of “Holy liberty” echoes elements of the
southern lady. She is idealized and absent of sexual connotations. She is fiercely dedicated to her
chivalric hero, as each of her actions (“she elated,” “she animated” “she also crowned your
triumphant forehead with the laurel of victory”) is directed at soothing and complimenting
López. Allo’s “A la Memoria del General López, Mátir de la Libertad de Cuba” demonstrates the
flows of conceptions of dependent (though central and idealized) womanhood and chivalric
masculinity in the Global South. This flow of gendered rhetoric enabled the heroic envisioning
of Narciso López to resonate among Cubans and American Southerners.
Lucy Holcombe Pickens’s 1854 novel Free Flag of Cuba also utilized a chivalric
conception of López. Though López serves as the novel’s hero, Pickens’s work resonated with
white southerners’ conceptions of masculinity. South Carolina socialite Pickens was a fervent
southern apologist who supported annexation of Cuba (Levander 824-25). As an advocate of
slavery, Pickens envisioned Free Flag of Cuba as in some ways a response to Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s wildly popular abolitionist novel, Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Pickens was also a supporter of
the Young America movement, a group of young Democrats who advocated the cause of
Manifest Destiny (Burton and Burton 6-7). She supported William Walker’s filibustering
expedition, which aimed to establish the pro-slavery Republic of Sonora with the American
South as the capital (Levander 826). Pickens saw López as a model champion of republicanism
(despite the national and international illegality of filibustering). Much of United States public
opinion did not see López and filibustering movements in this way by 1854, as filibustering
movements received increasingly negative press. The opinion of Pickens’s friend Henry
Spofford regarding filibusters revealed what Pickens was up against. Spofford wrote:
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They had bravery in profusion; but mere bravery does not make a hero…The men
who followed López were, for the most part, of desperate or shattered fortunes.
With many of them the hope of gain was stronger than the love of glory; and with
most, the love of glory was as strong as any sympathy for oppressed Cubans.
(Burton and Burton 26-27)
In Spofford’s comment, the filibusters’ mode of masculinity recalled the raw bravery of the
knight and the treasure-and-glory-hunting conquistador: both were remnants of an old
masculinity that seemed irrational and unrestrained in an increasingly urban and industrializing
U.S.
As a vigorous proponent of expansion as well as a self-considered southern belle, Pickens
rather idealized the chivalric definition of masculinity that Allo, Gonzales, and Quitman
embraced. She wrote:
What most struck you in his presence, was a strength of endurance. He had
suffered, but was still strong in an undaunted will…He looked what he was, the
noble spirit of honesty, truth, and honor. He came to you in all the majesty of an
old romance—a hero, from those brave days when success lay not in a cunning
brain and false tongue, but in a good cause, a true heart, a strong arm, and a trusty
sword…This man, with a moral excellence, rare indeed in our age of self, had
extended his generous hand to clasp in friendship the unfortunate and exiled
patriot beside him (Burton and Burton 120-21)
The clearest aspect of López’s self, that which shone through most brightly, was his endurance
and strength of will. Yet his “will” is a noble one. He resembles the southern chivalric hero,
whose power and authority is unquestioned, yet is always bound by duty and “moral excellence.”
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He was like a knight of “an old romance,” not a modern-day conniving, unscrupulous man. His
strength came from his heart, his body, his sword, and his mission like a knight of old, not from
his connections, his artillery, his money, and his greed like men “in our age of self.” In her first
chapter, Pickens wrote, “I am glad to pay a tribute, however slight, to the memory of him
[López] whose character presents the admirable union of modern enlightenment and olden
chivalry” (Burton and Burton 55). She saw López as a figure to advance her interests as a proslavery Young American by perpetuating revitalized conceptions of chivalric masculinity. In the
pre-Civil War context in which Free Flag of Cuba was published, affirming the superiority of
the form of masculinity southern slaveholders proclaimed for themselves, it helped justify slavebased socio-economic systems.
As she concluded Free Flag of Cuba, Pickens presented the reader with an image of a
female Cuba not unlike that in the work of Quitman, Gonzales, and Allo. She described Cuba in
this way to evoke a call to duty in her readers:
Cuba—the lovely and beautiful—rises like Venus from the foam of the sea. As
she stands on her ocean-laved pedestal, like the Greek Slave, her charms win our
admiration, not more than her chains awaken our sympathy. What wonder then
that young America, the nation-knight, who loves liberty no less than beauty,
should brave the dangers of war, wave, and garrote to release the fair thrall.
Young America has made the attempt, and though unsuccessful, yet, like a true
knight, he stands ready at any moment to resume arms in a cause so worthy his
chivalrous devotion…Woe and disaster have attended the gallant efforts to free
her; her song of mourning is echoed along Columbia’s shore, where fond hearts
weep for the “unreturning brave” (Burton and Burton 210)
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Like Allo, Pickens utilized imagery and language of the Classical Age to add drama and romance
to her work. However, like Hiram Powers, sculptor of the Greek Slave statue, Pickens
deliberately brought classical imagery into the present in her work. The 1848 Greek Slave statue
depicted a nude woman bound in chains, much like Cuba was a fertile female bound by the
tyrant Spain’s clutches in Pickens’ work. Like Cuba as well, the Greek Slave appeared to be
available for sale, but still retained some inner dignity. Americans would be called to assist
Cuba/the Greek Slave, motivated both by her beauty and her oppression.
Pickens then transitioned to a more explicit call to duty directed at young/Young
Americans. She connected the Young America movement, of which she was a part, to chivalric
knightly behavior. However, by not capitalizing “young,” Pickens also allowed for other
interpretations. The “nation-knight” could refer to individual young Americans, or it could refer
to the short existence of the United States as opposed to the “Old World’ of Europe. Pickens
wanted the “nation-knight” to “brave the dangers of war, wave, and garrote,” as López and his
filibusters did. At the moment, Young America was like a lover thwarted not by the object of his
affection, but by the circumstances and obstacles on the path to her. Pickens noted that Cuba’s
cries resonated along America’s shores, perhaps a reference to the more unwavering support
López found in Global South port cities like New Orleans and Savannah. The weeping “fond
hearts” in America represented Pickens and female Young Americans like her as the “lady”
counterpart to chivalric masculine heroes. As pervasive as gendered rhetoric of chivalry and
dependent womanhood was in southern authorship, Free Flag of Cuba and its filibuster hero
complicate conceptions of who would utilize such rhetoric, and who could be conceptualized as
embodying “chivalric masculinity.”
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These masculine conceptions of López and feminine images of Cuba were part of a larger
theme among depictions of filibustering. Literary scholar Amy Greenberg has shown how
William Walker’s filibustering attempts were also expressed with gendered language. Accounts
of William Walker emphasized his chivalric qualities of character and manliness, which
contrasted with the showy appearances and monetary wealth that men displayed in the
contemporary “new” era. According to Greenberg, character was an internal quality that
manifested itself in the external quality of manliness. But this manliness was fading out, as she
writes, “it was not manly activity but an appearance of prosperity and ‘quality’ that was too often
taken as the measure of character in antebellum America” (Greenberg 667). William Walker,
although not a physically attractive man, still possessed a manly character. Greenberg further
argues that “Travel narratives of Nicaragua, Cuba, and other potential sites of filibustering
expeditions that ran in national magazines and newspapers in this period are steeped in gendered
images, language, and metaphors, and they seen the clear message that a man can succeed in
these new fertile territories.” In addition to the manly filibuster character, accounts of William
Walker also presented his object of annexation, Nicaragua, as “lovely, fertile, and ready to be
bought, but with the currency of character—manliness” (Greenberg 680-84). Both Walker and
López, and the lands they intended to liberate via filibuster, were represented in gendered
language that aimed to call modern chivalric males to whatever cause each particular author
advocated. While this rhetoric of dependent womanhood and chivalric masculinity was central to
pro-slavery ideology in the U.S. South, it also flowed through the Global South, at times
confirming—and at times confounding—pro-slavery logic.
In authorship from the United States and Cuba, the filibuster Narciso López was made to
embody was a form of masculinity with authority and power, but also a sense of duty. For his
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supporters, this chivalric López figured as a sort of “prince charming” symbol—a morally
righteous hero on a difficult quest to rescue dependent womanhood, figured as Cuba. López’s
story had a tragic rather than a fairy tale ending, yet the work of Quitman, Gonzales, Allo, and
Pickens does not evoke the tropes of suffering found in works of tragedy. Rather, in their works
the chivalric López and dependent Cuba figure as moldable stock characters. Historians of the
U.S. South are accustomed to seeing such stock characters appear in pro-slavery works, evoking
the benevolent and chivalrous masculine authority of the “southern chivalry” and the central, yet
fragile, dedication of southern (white) womanhood. But in the 1850s this rhetoric flowed through
the Global South, and was espoused not only by southern white pro-slavery men like Quitman,
but also Cuban men and southern pro-slavery white women. The characterizations of López and
of Cuba in the works of Quitman, Gonzales, Allo, and Pickens bore similarities, but also
diverged, particularly with regard to the sexualization of Cuba and the masculinity of Cuban
men. The rhetorical and literary tropes of “chivalry” and dependent womanhood circulated both
within and across boundaries of nation, race, and gender in the Global South.
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Rieger, Christopher. Clear Cutting Eden: Ecology and the Pastoral in Southern Literature.
Tuscaloosa: U of Alabama P, 2009
By Michael J. Beilfuss of Texas A&M University
What is pastoral? As a form of literature it has been around for over 2000 years through a
number of permutations. But rather than attempt to strictly define “pastoral,” Christopher Rieger
sides with Lawrence Buell and Terry Gifford who both accept broad definitions with a
foundation of any text that positions and celebrates the rural/natural world in juxtaposition to the
urban/industrial world. He uses the term “ecopastoral” to define the “new versions of
human/nature relationships” that emerged in response to the Great Depression (3), and how they
may find new currency in the twentieth century.
In many ways Clear Cutting Eden demonstrates the diversity, utility, and importance of
ecocriticism. Rieger does not subscribe to any one over-arching theory, but rather employs a
wide spectrum of criticism and theory as it is relevant to his discussion of Southern novelists’
depiction of human-nature relationships. He incorporates a number of critical positions, drawing
on the economic, natural, and social history of the South, while offering close examination of the
texts under investigation. His approach to criticism resembles the interconnections and
interdependency evident in ecosystems, and thus provides an exemplary specimen of
ecocriticism, one that engages the texts under consideration along with the relevant natural and
social history. He takes an approach to ecocriticism that acknowledges that “nature is at once a
cultural construct and an external reality not fully contained by human constructions” (8).
In his introduction, Rieger positions himself in the rapidly evolving field and explains his
major arguments and approach. Unlike so many other ecocritical books, the primary texts Rieger
works with are not typically thought of as nature writing, a refreshing departure in a literary field
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that has great potential to affect the way we think about our relationship with the environment,
and how we might develop sustainable attitudes and practices. His main argument is that
“Southern literary representations of the natural world were influenced by, and influenced, the
historical, social, and ecological changes of the 1930s and the 1940s.” The book focuses on four
representative authors: Erskine Caldwell, Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, Zora Neal Hurston, and
William Faulkner. Rieger argues that “it is in reaction to the great depression … that these
Southern authors reinvent and reinterpret the pastoral literary mode as a way of reconceiving
Southerners’ relationship with the natural world” (2).
After the introduction, the first chapter examines Tobacco Road and God’s Little Acre by
Erskine Caldwell. Although neither novel is well known today, Rieger points out that they both
received popular acclaim in their day, and moreover, that Caldwell “is the single greatest
influence on the popular conception of the white Southern farmer” (22). Both books sold copies
ranging in the millions and were translated into multiple languages, and they both appeared at the
beginning of the Great Depression. Caldwell’s books are classified as “Antipastoral” in that they
portray not an ideal escape to nature from the city, but rather a Southern landscape that is ruined
and provides no more promise for a better life than the mill towns. The chapter primarily
examines gender through the male protagonists’ attempts to cope with their “threatened
manhood” when they find they are unable to live the pastoral dream or function in a masculine
role in the mills. The female characters tend to represent the exploited land. Together, the
communal vitality is sapped by the denuded environment and the economic reality of the Great
Depression.
Rieger argues that Caldwell indicts the system of monoculture plantations and tenant
farming while failing to envision another way of living on, and with, the land. The “outdated
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agricultural system” is the cause of a “devaluation of humanity,” and he argues against the
Nashville Agrarians’ claim that the continued mechanization of life (and agriculture) has caused
it. It seems almost requisite today for a Southern critic to distance him/herself from the
Agrarians, and Rieger does so on numerous occasions. He fails to consider, however, that
mechanization is an outgrowth of the capitalist system and the market economy which demands
monoculture cash crops. For the Agrarians, industrialization was not the root cause of a loss of
humanity, but rather another symptom of deracination whose causes go back to the capitalist,
market economy. Such casual swipes and accusations leveled at the Agrarians are lightly
scattered throughout the book and more often than not seem unnecessary and irrelevant. To be
sure, the problems with the Agrarians have been well documented since the publication of I’ll
Take My Stand, but in these days of ecological catastrophe and the despoiling of indigenous
people and the environment by multi-national corporations, it may be time to reconsider the
Agrarians’ arguments concerning the value of place, community, and a close relationship with
the land over and above the growth of industrialism.
Like Erskine Caldwell, Majorie Kinnan Rawlings is not well known today but her works
provide for a stimulating discussion of what Rieger calls the “wilderness pastoral.” Rieger
examines three of her books, the novel South Moon Under, a semi-fictional memoir Cross Creek,
and The Yearling—which is commonly thought of as a children’s book. In this chapter Rieger
again interprets conceptions and constructions of gender and how they relate to relationships
with the environment and the community. Out of all the authors examined in Clear Cutting
Eden, Rawlings is perhaps the one most associated with nature writing, perhaps because of the
wilderness setting often evoked in her books. Rieger argues that Rawlings removes the
traditional pastoral setting of the improved garden closer to the wilderness, where the characters
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have more freedom to move beyond traditionally prescribed roles, whether the roles are assigned
to gender, race, or class. The chapter concludes with references to Lawrence Buell and William
Cronon, demonstrating the difficulty of developing, or at least expressing, an honest and
sustainable relationship with the natural world, one that is neither romanticized nor dualistic.
The chapter devoted to Zora Neale Hurston examines Their Eyes Were Watching God
and Seraph on the Suwanee as representative modes of “personal pastoral” where the characters
“undertake pastoral retreats into the wilds of their inner natures … only to return and reform the
self, which has been made less authentic by a male-dominated culture” (92). Instead of the
“passive association of women and nature” Rieger argues that these novels depict the
relationship as “active and empowering” (20). The central image of a tree in both novels factors
greatly into Rieger’s analysis, and provides thought-provoking connections.
It may be a trivial criticism, but I am perplexed by Rieger’s assertion that “mules are
obviously part of nature” (100), while discussing Janie’s social position in regards to her first
husband. Mules can more readily represent a cultural construction—literally, since they are bred
by people for the culture’s use, and they are sterile. They are more a product of culture than they
are part of nature. The statement seems out of place in a study which overall demonstrates a
strong knowledge of natural history and the local ecologies of the areas discussed in the books
under investigation.
Rieger demonstrates his exemplary command of natural history, ecology, and land use in
his chapter on William Faulkner, where the history of the timber industry, as well as plantation
practices, factor into his discussion of Faulkner’s Go Down, Moses. Gender and race issues are
discussed as well, but the driving force of the chapter is the application and interpretation of
Terry Gifford’s description of the six characteristics of the “postpastoral” as they appear in
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Faulkner’s novel. Rieger offers a balanced and wide-ranging examination of this complicated
novel, including analysis of how Faulkner portrays the issues of land ownership, exploitation of
people and resources, veneration of the wilderness, and labor in the natural world. He argues
that “The novel is not a blueprint for an alternative to the pastoral ideal, but it does utilize the
various aspects of Gifford’s postpastoral in a way that articulates the necessity of a new
paradigm for natural/cultural relations in the South” (152).
The concluding chapter begins with a brief discussion of Richard White’s book The
Organic Machine: The Remaking of the Columbia River in order to set up Reiger’s arguments
about the importance of labor in nature. He writes that “in the South of the Great Depression,
work of any sort tends to be extolled, and the idea of knowing nature through labor appears time
and again in different forms” (160), particularly in the four authors analyzed in Clear Cutting
Eden, of which Rieger gives an overview highlighting the different aspects of labor in each of
the novels. This discussion segues nicely into a discussion of the human/nature divide and its
positive and negative ramifications. The chapter concludes with suggestions of how literature of
the American South could provide much more fertile ground for an ongoing discussion of how
pastoralism can be reimangined in light of the environmental movement.
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Larson, Kerry. Imagining Equality in Nineteenth-Century American Literature. New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2008
By Leslie Crowell of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
In Imagining Equality, Kerry Larson takes as his starting place Alexis de Tocqueville’s
assertion that equality is “a social norm whose presence was already well-established and
pervasive in the antebellum era” (1). Beginning his book with the observation that recent critics
of antebellum American literature now privilege examining inequality almost by default, Larson
“pursues a fundamentally different approach” by studying how a “psychology” of equality
functions in several works of mid-nineteenth-century American literature (1). He refers to his
book as “a series of case studies,” which is true, given its lack of overarching narrative (1). With
that in mind, Larson’s book succeeds in creating new and innovative readings of a variety of
texts. Imagining Equality is broken into three sections, each with two chapters: the first covers
literature of slavery, with one chapter devoted to how anti-slavery discourse drew on theories of
equality, and the second examining how pro-slavery texts drew on the same theories to make a
different argument; the second section focuses on “the social whole,” and looks at poetry in one
chapter and novels in the second; finally, the third section examines individualism, devoting one
chapter to transcendentalist theories of friendship, and the last to the relationship between work
and personal expression in nineteenth-century short fiction.
It is difficult to briefly summarize the thesis of the book, since its “case study” structure
does not add up to one main argument. Rather, Larson’s intention seems to be to demonstrate
that changing critical assumptions (still within historicized frameworks) about the antebellum
period can create new and fruitful readings. Larson does not, by any means, suggest that
“everyone was equal” in the antebellum period, but rather argues that the ideology of “all men
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are created equal” penetrates literary discourse in fascinating and unexpected ways. For
example, in his reading of A New Home, Who’ll Follow?, Larson argues that envy is the
motivating factor behind much of the novel’s class conflict:
[n]ot merely a powerful instrument of social cohesion that keeps the more genteel
in line and communal harmony intact, the prevalence of envy also demands from
figures like Kirkland’s Mary Clavers a certain critical empathy that allows her to
know the preferences of the envious better than they themselves. (112)
His analysis of envy as a principal side-effect of equality illuminates this non-canonical novel as
much as it surprises with its conclusions about envy. (Interested readers should also look at
Sianne Ngai’s Ugly Feelings, from 2005.) Indeed, by exposing the dark side of an ideology of
“equality,” Larson adds a new dimension to Americanist literary studies without making a
dramatic break from current trends. The text’s greatest strength, however, is its effective blend
of the canonical and the non-canonical. Given his examination of equality, it is fitting that
Larson places frequently examined texts, such as Emerson’s “Self-Reliance” and Frederick
Douglass’s Narrative (arguably the most canonical of slave narratives) next to under-studied
texts such as Louisa May Alcott’s Work and David Walker’s Appeal…to the Coloured Citizens
of the World. His method of studying these oft-ignored texts alongside the more canonical is
appealingly egalitarian, and represents an excellent use of recovered works by studying them not
as “recovered texts” but simply as texts.
Some readers may see the book’s breadth as a drawback, and it is certainly a departure
from the kind of tightly focused historicism of recent scholarship on antebellum American
literature; however, to graduate students, the book represents a nice alternate model of
scholarship that is worth looking into, especially given its egalitarian mode of approaching texts
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both within and outside of the canon. Larson demonstrates that a historical political framework
can be effectively examined across subdisciplinary fields, drawing connections that were
previously ignored by scholars in the field.
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Second Annual Conference on Literature and the Humanities at the University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville
By Joel Tonyan of the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
On April 9th and 10th of 2010, the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville hosted its
Second Annual Conference on Literature and the Humanities. The conference was organized by
the Graduate Students in English, a student organization dedicated to supporting graduate
research and scholarship. Although the GSE has always assisted graduate students at the
university by funding conference registration fees and inviting guest lecturers to speak on
campus, those who served on the GSE during the 2009 school year, lead by then-President Alex
Hall, decided to expand the organization’s responsibilities, perhaps most vitally by establishing
an annual conference focused on highlighting recent scholarship within the humanities. The first
conference was a spirited success, attracting presenters not only from within the university, but
also several visiting scholars from neighboring universities, and culminated with a plenary
presentation on the intersections between science fiction and children’s film by the University of
Arkansas’s own M. Keith Booker, a distinguished professor and prolific scholar who has
published myriad books on literature, film, television, and other cultural texts. With this first
conference in mind, the task for this past year was to continue the spirit of the conference and to
grow and improve upon it.
Like the first Conference on Literature and the Humanities, the research focus of the
second was defined as broadly in scope as possible in order to highlight the diverse body of work
being done not only in English departments around the country but also to illuminate the
intersections between the field of literary studies and other fields within the humanities. Our
goal was to attract presenters both from traditional areas of literary scholarship and emerging
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areas within the field, such as the analysis of graphic novels, science fiction, manga, and those
outside of the traditional purview of literary criticism, including translation, composition
pedagogy and rhetoric, as well as the interpretation of art, video games, and film. The point of
any graduate conference should be the freedom to explore diverse fields of interest, and
certainly, in this regard, the conference was a success.
The first set of panels delivered on Friday testified to the sheer intellectual variety on
display over the two days of the conference. Perhaps the most exciting panel of the conference’s
opening session was that put together by several Ph.D. students from the University of
Arkansas’s Composition and Rhetoric program. Entitled “A Discussion of the Role of Literacy
Skills in Developing Identity-Authority Constructs,” the panel consisted of presentations related
to a forthcoming book being collaboratively written by Evelyn Baldwin, Leslie Seawright, Jason
T. Edwards, Jeannie Waller, and Gamil Alamrani. Most exciting of all was the fact that
distinguished scholar Pat Bizzell, professor of English and chair of the English department at
College of the Holy Cross, graciously agreed to chair the panel. Much of the scholarship
presented by the panelists focused on the issue of literacy as related to particular social groups,
including Leslie Seawright’s “Cops, Robbers, and Writers: The Literary Practices of Law
Enforcement”; Jason T. Edwards’s “Gang Literary: Working Outside the Mainstream”; and
Gamil Alamrani’s “Exploring Identity Patterns of Arab ESL Students in the American University
System.” At the same time, another pair of fascinating interdisciplinary panels was taking place.
The first was entitled “Translating Form: ‘False Friends’ & Fads in Poetry,” and featured
presentations by Nicole Nodi and Tom Meunier, two accomplished MFA students from the
University of Arkansas’s vibrant and active translation program, who touched on aesthetic,
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interpretive, and theoretical issues related to the translation of Medieval Romance poetry as well
as the work of Argentinean author Julio Cortazar.
The first day of the conference concluded with a plenary presentation delivered by
Richard Schur entitled, “The
Crisis of Authenticity in
Contemporary African American
Literature.” With an extensive
background not only in AfricanAmerican culture but also
American copyright law, Schur
examined the ways African

Richard Schur Picture provided by Kaine Ezell.

American identity is constructed,

and sometimes narrowly defined, in
African-American cultural works,
including several recent novels and
in hip-hop music. His lecture
surveyed important issues related to
identity and subjectivity central to
African-American culture. The
lecture generated a lively and
friendly discussion during the
question-and-answer session that

Dinner with Richard Schur at the Hog Haus. From left to right: Max
Gutierrez, Joe Meyer, Chris Black and Schur. Picture provided by
Joel Tonyan

followed, in which Schur was all-too happy to answer whatever questions came his way.
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Saturday began bright and early with a catered breakfast for presenters, which consisted
of bagels, muffins, and a great deal of coffee, before the morning’s first session began. While
the first panel on Renaissance literature was in a more traditional vein in terms of its subject
matter, each of the panelists approached this historical period from a different theoretical vantage
point. Melissa Antonucci, from the University of Tulsa, and the University of Arkansas’s
Rebecca Moore, for example, examined gender issues within the literature of the period, while
William Ferleman, from Oklahoma State University, argued that the poetry of Edmund Spenser
is inherently political and functions, at a deeper level, as a form of propaganda. Approaching
Spenser’s The Faerie Queen from the same political perspective, but analyzing it with a different
set of critical tools, Christine Hoffman employed reader-response theory to analyze the rhetorical
devices Spencer harnesses to “seduce” his audience and to guide their reactions to the political
content of his poetry. Simultaneously, several other panels were unfolding, including a
fascinating discussion of film and popular culture. Iris Shepard of the University of Arkansas
looked critically at the ideologies implicit in children’s films in her presentation “The Changing
Face of Animated Children’s Film,” concentrating largely on the recent works of Pixar and
Disney and the messages they send young audiences about subjectivity, class, and consumerism.
Turning from film to the use of video in art, the University of North Texas’s Krissi Oden
analyzed the use of video in modern conceptual art as a medium for capturing and
communicating the trauma wrought upon the people of North Ireland by the sectarian conflict
known as the “Troubles.” In a third panel organized around the subject of early American
literature, Chris Black of Oklahoma State University explained the role played by Enlightenment
era conceptions of ethnography in the South Sea captivity narratives of Lionel Wafer and
Herman Melville, while Jocelyn Bailey of the University of Arkansas discussed the contrast
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between historiographic and literary approaches to writing religious history in early America.
The panel was concluded by Joe Meyer (University of Arkansas), who examined the
construction of Henry Fleming’s narrative—the one that he will tell to others—in Crane’s Red
Badge of Courage.
The remaining panels that brought the day, and thus the conference, to a close again
spoke to the intellectual, critical, and scholarly inclusiveness of the Second Annual Conference
on Literature and the Humanities. In a panel entitled “Genre in Translation: Modern Works,
Modern Issues,” Nikki Settelmeyer, Pam Hitchcock, and Mirosh Thomas, all from the University
of Arkansas, discussed the difficulties of producing translations of humor and other generic
forms without straying too far from the literary conventions and cultural values of the original
text. Concluding the day, a panel on science fiction literature and film made a convincing case
that the popular genre, which some critics nevertheless still refuse to take seriously, is indeed
worthy of critical analysis. Presentations by Jeremy Burns, Kaine Ezell, Robert Wilson, and Joel
Tonyan demonstrated that science fiction can be a powerful vehicle for social critique, as the
presenters argued that the films Twelve Monkeys, Robocop, and The Running Man, Philip K.
Dick’s novel Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?, and the comic books Transmetropolitan
and American Flagg! actively engage with and critique the conventions, norms, and values of
their respective times.
While none of us in the GSE had organized a conference before, what we lacked in
experience was compensated for by a wealth of enthusiasm, particularly from GSE President Joe
Meyer and Vice-president Eve Baldwin, who together handled the logistics, scheduling, and
publicizing of the event. The rest of the GSE leadership, consisting of Jeremy Burns, Kaine
Ezell, Eric Larson, Nikki Settelmeyer, and Joel Tonyan, helped out in other ways, including
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designing the conference program, working the registration desk, and chairing panels. However,
despite all of the planning, preparation, and hard work, we anticipated the weekend with mixed
feelings of elation and apprehension, with bated breath that it would unfold without a hitch and
that we hadn’t overlooked anything. In hindsight, as I hope the above account attests, our
anxieties were unfounded, and the conference was, in our own humble opinions at least, a
resounding success. While the conference is still in its humble beginnings, we know that with
hard work and much effort, it will grow each year. We now look forward to the University of
Arkansas’s Third Annual Conference on Literature and the Humanities, and believe that, over
the coming years, this event will increasingly become an important fixture of the yearly
conference line-up, and an essential forum for publicizing graduate scholarship in the
humanities. For those of you who have thought about organizing such an event with your
department, my initial advice would be to go ahead and setup the event—although it is a good
idea to first speak with the professors in your department first, as many of them undoubtedly
have firsthand experience in organizing a conference. It takes a tremendous amount of
organization and teamwork, but in the end, it is worth it. We hope to see you at our conference
next year.

